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FIRST PERSON
T 'h e North Umpqua's waters are an icy, emerald green. They cut around cliffs of
1 columnar basalt, which formed during the High Cascades lava flow only a few thousand
years ago. Verdant mosses cling and soften the smoke-tinged, extrusive rock; river spray
polishes its sharp edges. The North Umpqua Valley was shaped by the patient river and the
explosive Cascades. Rock spires jut out of the thickly forested foothills. They are the
eroded remnants of 30-million-year-old volcanoes. The North Umpqua River runs swiftly
to the Pacific Ocean. But it pauses and pools behind lava rock and settles into easy glides,
where its banks are lined by drooping cedars. The North Umpqua River flows through my
hometown in southwestern Oregon, and I spent many childhood summers swimming those
deep pools and exploring the country that rose up around the waters. Although I no longer
live along the North Umpqua, 1return to the river whenever I visit my parents. Over the
years, I've been privileged to watch the landscape change, as it always has, by water and fire.
On August 1 3 ,1 9 9 6 , a lightning storm moved over the Cascade peaks and foothills
of the Umpqua National Forest. Within a 24 hour period, 33 fires had started and over the
next several days, additional "holdover" fires began. The largest of these was the Spring
Fire, located in the Boulder Creek Wilderness on the north side of the Umpqua River Valley,
it came alive in steep terrain with heavy fuels and, ten days later, joined two other fires bom
of lightning: Medicine Creek to the east and Dry Creek to the west. The Spring Fire con
sumed a total of 16,500 acres, much of it within the 19,100 acres of Boulder Creek. It
smoldered, flaring up from time to time, until the October rains.
Despite its size, the Spring Fire was a low priority that summer. The goal for all areas
outside the wilderness was complete control, but the Forest Service let the fire take its
course within Boulder Creek's boundaries. Other "high-priority" fires threatened private
property or burned near an urban interface. On August 31, when all "non-wilderness and
private fire perimeter had been contained," the Forest Service turned its attention to the
Spring Fire. Their strategy was "indirect" and "low impact." Suppression activities fol
lowed guidelines of the Wilderness Act, which allows forest supervisors to use mechanized
equipment, such as chainsaws, during a fire. Yet, bulldozers plowed fire lines only on the
land bordering the wilderness. According to the Forest Service, the objective was to mini
mize the impact of fire suppression activities so that, following mop-up, they would "not be
readily visible to a person walking through the area."
During that arid summer of '9 6 , 1was turned away from the Soda Springs Trailhead
by yellow tape. The Boulder Creek Wilderness was dosed. My boyfriend and I drove thirty
miles up the road to another pocket of protected land, where an old, weathered volcano
sits: Mt. Thielsen, extinct for 100,000 years. Dubbed the "Lightning Rod of the Cascades,"
the mountain has been struck so many times that carrot-shaped "lightning tubes" —glassy,
green fulgurites of recrystallized rock—have formed. We climbed to the pinnacle summit, a
central plug of the volcano that has been stripped by glaciers, and watched the Umpqua
National Forest burn. The western skyline was brown and dirty with smoke and met in a
distinct line with the cerulean sky of the Cascade divide.
Last December, three years after the fire, I walked up the Soda Springs trail. It was
not the first time I felt small amongst the yellow-bellied, old-growth ponderosa pine, the
cinnamon-furrowed bark of sugar pine, or the other sentinel evergreens reaching a hundred
feet to the sky: Douglas fir, western hemlock, incense cedar. But it was the first time I had
seen the wilderness since the fire.
I hiked through draws where the Spring Fire had raced uphill and left behind acres of
skeletons. In other areas, the fire created a mosaic. There was a certain harmony in trees
taken, and trees left to stand, trees scarred and trees left untouched—some alive, some
barely alive, some dead and still standing, some dead and toppled, others hollowed and
large enough that I could step inside their charred boles. The thick bark of the pines was
sometimes blackened halfway up the trunk, but the trees still reached up and outward with
their green-needled branches. Fungi, bark beetles, and black-backed woodpeckers made
themselves at home—digesting, inhabiting, and recycling, breathing new life into the forest.
Azure streams trickled down dark slopes and mingled with gray bark and green understory.
They joined Boulder Creek, which then fed into the Umpqua River.
The Forest Service met its objective; suppression activities were not readily visible.
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What was visible remained at once wild and restrained.
The Boulder Creek watershed is segregated by political
boundaries, and, because of this, the Spring Fire was
contained within its borders. Despite the abstract lines of
designation, the land, in partner with the fire, seemed to
have determined its own outcome; in an ecological drama,
the forest had acted out its death, through lightning, wind,
and Are and was bom again, through the rains of winter.
Because of a somewhat awkward interaction between hu
man management and wild land, i have been allowed to
watch a landscape evolve. I knew Boulder Creek before

Photo by Jay Ericson

the Are, I watched the wilderness as it transformed, and
now I have returned to an altogether different place. Dur
ing a short space of time, the wilderness and I grew older
together. Both of our pasts are marked by change.
On that mild, sunny day last December, I stepped off
the Soda Springs trail at Pine Bench and ate lunch on a
downed log with a man I will soon marry. He had never
been to Boulder Creek before, and to him, it existed as a
ravaged and unreal land of burned-over trees. I saw a place
where, as a teenager, I stumbled in the dark to remote
caves, old Indian camps, and pointed a Aashlight at faint
pictographs. I looked across the trail at a campsite where,
Ave years earlier, my college roommate and I pitched a tent
beneath the shelter of Ponderosas. We shivered in thin
sleeping bags all sleepless night as it snowed. My Aanc£ sat
quietly watching the dogs chase trails of scent back and
Camas Winter/Spring 2000
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forth across the bench. I remembered myself as a little
girl, brown-skinned from the August sun, diving off lava
rock into dark, green pools of the Umpqua River. The land
had changed before my eyes, as it always has, by water and
Are.
ach of us can probably think of a particular landscape
we are intimate with; one that has become inextricably
linked with our pasts. Some of us thank God that many of
these places are protected by statutes such as the Wilder
ness Act or agencies such as the National Park Service.
Others curse the higher powers that be,
frustrated by the restrictions that federal
or state designations entail. Many people
see an island of beauty, preserved for ail
time, when they visit their favorite Na
tional Monument. Many other people see
a fragmented and incomplete landscape.
And some see nature transformed into a
commodity—preserving the leisure-life of
tourists rather than the habitat of endan
gered species. What happens when we
name a place, draw lines around it, man
age it, preserve it, conserve it, own it?
In this issue of Camas, our writers
have tackled these multi-faceted questions,
sometimes directly, sometimes obliquely,
but, taken as a whole, with the precision
that comes with a diversity of perspec
tive. Ethan Hasenstein brings us the
viewpoints of Jack Ward Thomas, former
Chief of the Forest Service. His interview
highlights the economic, political, societal,
and ecological aspects of managing one
of America's most unique resources: our
National Forests. James Lainsbury Aees
to wilderness, chased by the Windigo of
the human race. Dave Morris and
Marianne Wanek grapple with what it
means to be an environmental educator
and how best to teach people to love, respect, and appreci
ate a place. Ellen Meloy portrays a river swollen in excess
with love and appreciation.
However the mythology of open space or wild lands
affects the sensibility of Westerners, we still live with bound
aries. Whether they are symbolic, physical, or political,
these boundaries of designated places impact the land and
all of its inhabitants. In this issue of Camas, the many
myths of the Western landscape are certainly not debunked
or remade. But our contributors have explored them on
foot, by boat, in thought, through writing. It is my hope
that by these explorations, we might come closer to under
standing how we have changed the landscape, how the
landscape has changed us, and how there might be a pace
for a people and a place to grow old together.
—Tara Rae Gunter
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M is s io n M o u n ta in D u m p tru c k s

consumer machine, leading us to new desires, new pur
chases. One of the reasons I visit places like the Mission
Mountain Tribal Wilderness is to temper the consumer as
hey seemed out of place, slumbering like grizzlies, pect of my character, in an effort to come to terms with
drooling hydraulic fluid into Lake McDonald. Several, my Windigo. The visits are important to me, even if they
yellow dumptrucks rested below the freshly mounded, aren't in the best interest of the particular wild area. I
earthen berm, their beds angled 45 degrees from the plane know this is selfish, but the Windigo is strong, primal, and
of the lake behind. Scarred dumptrucks. Their miniature it takes powerful counter forces to keep the manitou from
replicas are icons from my youth. They changed the land swallowing one whole. It takes chunks of granite, deep
scape, creating roads in my backyard for Matchbox Porsches snow, and predators.
My family, and a good portion of society, doesn't
and Ford Mustangs. But these machines were not benign
understand why I willingly leave hissing woodstoves to sleep
childhood memories.
I expected a little parking lot maybe, one other car, on snow, only to awaken to frozen boots that resemble
possibly a wooden sign reading "Trailhead" or "Mission hypothermic death-faces. I explain that it's for the chal
Mountain Wilderness" or "Flathead National Forest." I lenge and inspiration. Sometimes! even say it's simply for
did not expect a scattering of mud-spattered engineer's the beauty. Deep down
trailers, nor did I anticipate the drone of diesel generators there is a more pressing
pumping water, keeping the artificial Lake McDonald low. answer that I never give,
Dan and I checked our map again. Yup. This indeed was not wanting to be misun
derstood. I visit these
the edge of a "wilderness" area.
Since 1974, this 74,000-acre plot of jagged granite places out of fear. I'm
and mixed conifers in northwestern Montana has been afraid that some day wil
managed. It's a strange concept, "managing" wilderness, derness will only be a
but with more than 6 billion people on the planet and the website that my children
profusion of "wilderness chic" popularized in L.L. Bean, can visit So I go out now,
Eddie Bauer, and Patagonia catalogues, it's a good thing experience, gather the
that there are people regulating activity in these areas. palpable feelings and
Otherwise, they might end up looking like most of our em otions th a t wilder
trampled, overused National Parks with hotels, pavement, areas spark within me. I
and gift shops.
even snap a few pictures
Making our way along the southern rim of the lake, here and there, building
our bloated packs pitching to the left and to the right as we a cache of history and
walked across moss-covered talus slopes, I found it hard to memories to pass on at a
imagine that I was entering a wilderness area. Maybe it future time.
was the dumptrucks reminding me of overgrown dandeli
T hat night we
ons, like noxious weeds crawling across the landscape. escaped the droning gen
Maybe it was the diesel vibrations chasing us down the erators, finally masked by
canyon, like a swarm of disturbed hornets. It most defi a cacophony of rain- Photo by Dan Berger
nitely was the realization that the boundary between infused feeder streams.
wilderness and civilization is unsteady and tenuous at best. Dinner and conversation helped to bury my melancholy
That claustrophobic feeling grabbed a hold of me—that thoughts, and the hiss of the campstove, coupled with the
sensation of hanging in a black void, bound in a kayak—as scent of warmed olive oil, allowed me to leave the
I imagined the world's population swelling, pulsing in con dumptrucks behind. I knew that the dam work would con
tinual birth pains. The human race became a Windigo: tinue—we all need water—and I knew that they would be
consuming, growing, and consuming more.
at the traiihead, drooling, when obligations would force
The Ojibwa people of North America speak of a Dan and I to leave the wilderness in a few days. For now,
manitou called the Windigo, a creature or spirit that is never nestled in a stand of decadent western red cedars, with
satisfied. The more it consumes, the larger it becomes and basal diameters as wide as cement trucks, I felt content
the stronger its hunger. A Catch 22. The world's popula drifting off to sleep—wrapped in dark skies uninhibited by
tion, with exponential demands, is using resources rapidly the neon markers of civilization. That night i desired noth
and threatening the wilder places on this planet—if not ing but to remain where i was as my Windigo slept, warmed
through resource extraction now, then through increasing in the confines of a sleeping bag.
recreational use tomorrow.
My black boots slipped on a root, exposing marrow James Lainsbury came to EVST toface his writing demons. In
as we worked our way across the glistening ridge. We are doing so, he has turned into the very beast which he most feared.
all part Windigo. Our purchases and desires drive the James also has a lovely dog named Willow.
b y Jam es Lainsbury
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O p u s M is s io n M o u n t a in
b y D a n B e rge r

ater whooshed past my window while I fished around
the cab of James7 Nissan for another CD. Torrents
slapped the outside of the truck as the wipers squawked back
and forth. Despite the weather, we were off to the Mission
Mountains on the morning after Thanksgiving. Happily set
free, we chatted about the virtues of baking bread.
Until James realized something was wrong. Hey Dan,
don't we have to get off 9 0 soon? In my triptophane-induced
and caffeine-deprived psychosis, I had completely disregarded
my duties as navigator. The sign that zipped past my head read
"next exit Tarkio." We should have gotten off at the Flathead
40 miles back.
Eager to get out of
the truck and into the
mountains, we rumbled
through an open gate on
the trailhead road and disregarded the posted
"Road Closed" signs, only
to find the dam at the
end of McDonald Lake
under reconstruction. Be
tween us and our desired
starting point, a diesel
pump sucked and gurgled
the lake water. Large earth
movers and their hardhatted human operators
clanked about the pump
like uninvited ants at a
picnic.
Where were the
babbling brooks, the
lapping lakes, and the
crunching leaves? In cer
tain urban settings, the
drone of trucks running the highway and the clack of engineering
in motion can be pleasing to me. But this is not what Iwanted to
hear in the mountains. We left Missoula to abandon the urban
and to listen to the wild. Now I had to listen to James and I
banter about what to do since our trail lay on the other side of
a construction zone.
I suggested asking for permission, but James figured we'd
be kicked out if we tried to cross the work site, so we opted to
follow what looked like a trail. We ensued and about a mile in,
the path fizzled out, leaving us on steep banks slick as lake scum.
At one point, I lost my footing, pealing a doormat-sized slab of
moss off a rock, and bent a trekking pole. At the lake's far end,
we tried, but failed, to link back with the right trail.
Normally, we rely on vision or a compass to guide us.
But James and I were unable to see through the thick forest
canopy and so couldn't tell where we were on the map. We
tried to listen in order to pinpoint our location, but the

W
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cacophonous pump consumed all other sounds. I couldn't sense
the mountains at all or hear where in that voluminous canyon I
stood.
As the end of the day closed in, we still heard that dam
pump slurping and spitting. We camped next to a feeder stream
stocked with enough current to drown the sound of the roaring
monster. Yet being there was a far cry from what we hoped to
accomplish that first day.
We typically overlook listening as a way to sense location.
Information packaged into 24-second quips of "Buy this" or "Vote
for me" or "I can make your wildest fantasies come true," and
dispensed to us like a slow morphine drip brings on a false sense of
security and control; it teaches us to tune o u t Advertisements
pass through us like an elixir and push us into the practice of not
listening carefully. When James and I left behind that world of
engineered audio, we also lost that fabricated sense of contentment
There was no intravenous delivery of narcotic advertisements and
sound bites to guide us as we trekked through the Missions. It was
difficult to listen to the sounds of the mountains, especially since
we didn't know where we were in relation to them.
The next morning we bushwhacked. Small creeks criss
crossed blankets of moss and undercut dead biomass. The
irregular pulse of trickling water became a constant and piercing
reminder that we were still lost James and I crashed about
the woods, ricocheting from tree to tree. After following a
drainage, we eventually stumbled onto the trail and snowshoed
over a ridge to a hidden, high-alpine canyon. Far from the pump
and above the creeks and trees, we heard only the settling of soft
snow and an occasional bird. My chants and claps bounced
crisply off the canyon walls uninterrupted. As the moments
between clap and echo increased, I could tell the canyon was wid
ening and would soon present us with our destination, Moon Lake.
James and I nuzzled our Crazy Creek chairs into the squeaky
snow. Between us, my little stove whispered as I cooked some
freeze-dried vegetable concoction, which gave us gas. That made
us laugh. After dinner, we sat listening to long periods of silence
broken only by the crack of snow snapping limbs off distant fir
trees. We sipped cup after cup of Tang and tea, crunched frozen
milk chocolate, and smoked a little tobacco. James and I told each
other tales of past lives and wild nights.
James is a good listener. When I'd talk, he'd lean back in his
chair, cross his Sorrels and fold his arms. He'd tip his head back
and do this funny thing with his mouth. His lips would squeeze
together, and he'd push the comers down. Then his head would
bob from side to side. When I said something fimny, his eyes
would bulge, his mouth would relax and open, his whole body
would come forward, and then he'd lean back and let out a
big guffaw.
Duringsleep, tiny snowflakes snapped the top of the tent like
wire brushes on a snare. In the morning, I woke to the sound of
that final darkness pealing off the sky like an orange, revealing a
most delicious and pulpy dawn.
Dan Berger has always liked playing music too loud. When not
editing Camas, he spends his time studying topographic maps.
Dan wishes he had a dog like Willow.
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What Devils
Tower Taught
Me About
Mount
Rushmore
b y C o lle e n O 'B r ie n

' I he rough rock rose up from the plain like the
1 scored nub of a peeled cucumber. Up dose,
it even had the same sallow, green hue. In the
small log visitors' center I read that Devils Tower
is actually the core of an ancient volcano. I imag
ined it thundering up through the earth's crust,
thrusting skyward, tossing boulders aside like clods
of dirt. But that did not happen. Instead, for 60
million years, the diligence of rain and wind and
weather wore away the area surrounding it. This
dramatic feature was bom not of a solitary burst
but of a slow, systematic giving-way of softer
materials.
I thought that if I had been here 30 million
years ago, I would have seen only half of it. I
figured this was a good time to be alive. Then a
kid pushed past me to stand beside his father. "I
want to see the big heads," the boy whined—one Photo by Colleen O’Brien
of those shrill, nasal tones capable of dropkicking my biological clock years into the future. Tugging like it was emanating from the rock. Patience, patience.
on the man's arm, the boy announced, "I'm losing And for the first time, I conceived of Mt. Rushmore as
patience."
gone—the rock faces scoured into oblivion by the elements,
I headed outside to walk the path that circles Devils wiped away like chalk off slate. In another 2 0 million years
Tower. The Belle Fouche River cut a narrow swath through the same forces that had worked to reveal Devils Tower will
the meadow below. Aspen leaves littered the trail like lost make Mt. Rushmore disappear.
coins. I knew the boy was referring to Mt. Rushmore, less
Patience is not my strong suit. I live in the world of
than an hour away. For a holy host of reasons, I loathe Mt. instant messaging, instant gratification, Instant Rice. But
Rushmore. For one thing, it adds insult to injury. Not only staring up at this geographical anomaly towering over the
was the Ft. Laramie treaty of 1868 broken and the sacred plain, a solid heart of rock, 60 million years seemed appro
Black Hills stolen from the Sioux, but then some wise-acre priate. Nothing that impressive could have happened any
(Gutzon Borglum to be precise) decided to go and carve quicker. Maybe patience is something I can learn—a skill
four white guys' faces into one of the mountains. Beyond that can be developed like woodworking or sewing. My
that there was the arrogance; what sort of mind looks at a guess is it will take some time.
mountain and decides to "improve" it with a likeness of
I looked down on the gently snaking river, the distant
Lincoln? (A great president, to be sure, but not exactly rust-red bluffs. A breeze waved the grama grass, whis
beef-cake calendar material.) I could go on about tourists pered its slow power.___________________
and the explosion of pathetic gift shops and the bogus at
Colleen O'Brien is an MFA student at the University of Mon
tractions that rise in their wake, but you get the idea.
As I walked along, the boy's voice echoed in my head tana. When she sees a star streak across the sky, she wishes for
Bill Bradley to become president and return the Black Hills to the
Sioux.
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Po et r y

Flight of Upland Plovers
by Sue Samson
Prairie in wind is wave,
big bluestem and Indian grass
on a clean horizon of plain.
Prairie in summer is soft,
undulating greens frosted
with crimson paintbrush,
harbor of upland plover nests
in fresh blades.
Winter pulls up in prairie
cold and harsh,
chunks of ice moon
swallow its warmth
like prairie roses dying
from summer to snow.
Song of prairie is long,
low, and ever leaving.

W atercolor by Beth Peluso
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P erspectives

Pioneers in Kodak Territory,

Photo by Tara Gunter

by Erica Olsen

ach year, more than five experience, but a desirable story, and
million people visit Grand one I shared with o th er canyon
visitors.
Canyon National Park. Last
It's easy to scoff at the cameraOctober I was one o f them.
toting tourist, but the artist-explorers
M o st of us spent a few min who accompanied the nineteenthutes with ou r backs to the century railroad and government
5,000-foot-deep chasm, pos surveys came back with photographs
ing for a photo on the rim. too, images that would shape the ex
pectations of generations of tourists to
Such snapshots call to mind the
come. In 1916, the act that created
poem by Walt Whitman that the Park Service described its goal as
begins "Spontaneous me, N a  "to conserve the scenery and the natu
ture." I took m y turn. A t ral and historic objects and the wild
Hopi Point, with the beseech life therein and to provide for the en
joyment of the same in such manner
ing look of a lone tourist, I
and by such means as will leave them
h a nd ed m y M in o lt a to a unimpaired for the enjoyment of fu
stranger and asked her to take ture generations." Today we call that
my picture.
goal the Leave No Trace ethic: take only
Pd been there before, a decade photographs, leave only footprints. At
ago, and shot frame after frame from the Grand Canyon Visitor Center,
the same overlooks. Now, traveling Eastman Kodak sponsors a slide show
solo, I felt a little annoyed by all the "as a public service." Like Emerson
people. But, at the showy places of in "Nature," we ask plaintively (hand
national parks, the designated over ing our cameras to strangers), "Why
looks, the desire for some souvenir should not we also enjoy an original
snapshots kicks in, powerful as an in relation to the universe?"
stinct. Maybe what I wanted was a
A t Hopi Point, the panoramic
picture to tell me a story about my view was slightly obscured by smoke
visit—a story different from my actual from a controlled bum on the North
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Rim. My snapshot shows no sign of
the dozens of other people at the over
look. And what am I looking at, with
my back to the canyon? That day I
saw steady a stream of tourists head
ing my way, perhaps coveting the
photogenic spot where I was standing;
the parking lot, where a shuttle was
picking up its next load of passengers;
and the scenic loop that brought us
there and would take us out of die park.
With a click of the shutter, you
can make the crowds and gift shops
disappear. In Western mythology, the
lone explorer, Jim Bridger or ]ohn
Colter, ventures into the wild. Today,
automobile ads portray jeeps standing
proud and free on red rock canyon
rims, without a hint of asphalt In snap
shots you can create a memory of a
solitude you never had. There you are
at the Grand Canyon—just you and
nature.
In nineteenth-century photo
graphs by people like William Henry
Jackson or Timothy O'Sullivan, the fig
ure was typically turned away from the
viewer, caught in contemplation of the
landscape. But in today's snapshots,
our backs are turned to the landscape,
a self-conscious pose. We know what's
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behind us, and we have a feeling that we're in the way. But
"Why should not we also enjoy an original relation to the
universe?" Montana and Dakota Territory are gone, but in
Kodak Territory, we can still be pioneers.
he Trinity Site, where the first atomic bomb test took
place in July 1945, is a national historic landmark. A
few days before my visit to the Grand Canyon, six friends
and I gathered to visit the site, located on White Sands
Missile Base near Alamogordo, New Mexico. Twice a year,
on the first Saturday in April and October, Trinity is open
to the public. That morning, we joined the caravan at the
county fairgrounds in Alamogordo and began the slow,
processional drive onto the base. The stark Tularosa Basin
seemed even more barren because we knew what had hap
pened there, and the hundred or so cars, bearing license
plates from all over the country, formed a kind of
pilgrimage.
#
I'd expected Trinity to be a place of great serious
ness, the commemoration of an event that had changed
the world. Instead, I found a county fair atmosphere, with
well-organized parking and porta-johns and a snack bar
and souvenir stands offering Trinity T-shirts, pins, and re
frigerator magnets. A National Park Service booth sold
history books, and you could also rubber-stamp "Ground
Zero 1945 / OCT 2 '9 9 " in your parks passport, on a
postcard, or on yourself. Along the quarter-mile walk to
Ground Zero, the atmosphere was giddy.
There is a myth that, at Trinity, photographs do not
develop properly because of lingering radiation. The White
Sands Missile Range website takes pains to dispel this no
tion. What is true is that photography is forbidden on the
drive through the base, but permitted at Ground Zero.
We received a handout that stated this regulation dearly, as
well as the fact that there were no ceremonies or speakers
at Trinity open houses, nor were demonstrations by visi
tors permitted. We were warned, too, not to handle or
collect trinitite, the radioactive substance that formed when
the bomb blast fused the sand. Most of the trinitite was
cleaned up in the 1950s, but a fair number of the greenish
gray fragments remain on the ground in plain sight Many
visitors don't resist the temptation to touch a piece, if only
for a mom ent Like other protected areas, the Trinity Site
puts restrictions on touching things, though here it's for
the protection of visitors rather than preservation of natu
ral resources. Take only photographs, leave only footprints.
Oddly enough, the tremendous explosion left no sig
nificant crater. There was literally nothing to see, except
for a small, stone monument at Ground Zero. Erected in
1965, the 15-foot-tall obelisk of lava rock seemed similar
to the kind of monuments that mark Indian battlegrounds
throughout the W est Near it was the remains of the 100foot tower that held the bomb. Part of the original,
shallow crater surface was covered, the trinitite left in place.
There was no geyser, no rock formation, no buffalo or
grizzly bear—just the obelisk with the inscription
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TRINITY SITE / WHERE / THE WORLD'S FIRST /
NUCLEAR DEVICE / WAS EXPLODED ON / JULY 16,
1945.
And people were taking pictures, smiling as they took
turns posing next to the monument. Trinity gets between
two and three thousand visitors at each open house; only
occasionally did the crowds around the monument clear
enough for me to take a photograph with no one there.
The merry crowd was made up of students, a Boy
Scout troop, families, a van from a nearby retirement home,
and at least one transvestite—all united by the common
goal of seeing Trinity. A Japanese film crew interviewed an
older Japanese man, perhaps a survivor of Hiroshima or
Nagasaki; while on the other side of Ground Zero, young
Japanese tourists struck goofy poses next to the Fat Man
bomb casing. A gesture toward life, not death, perhaps.
With no ceremonies or speakers, this was a historic land
mark that didn't want us to think to deeply about history.
f taking pictures at the Grand Canyon seemed a
romantic gesture, taking pictures at Trinity seemed a ges
ture emptied of meaning. Instead of posing on the brink of
a mythic American West, we were standing on ruined
ground, our backs to nothing. Our snapshots of the monu
ment were records of our presence and portrayed nothing
of the past. But at the Grand Canyon and the Trinity Site,
we as a people had left far more than footprints. We had,
in fact, left plenty of traces. And the kind of photographs
we took doesn't leave a place untouched.

I

Erica Olsen, a Camas alumna, received an MFA in creative
writing from the Univeristy of Montana in 1998. She lives at the
summit of Laguna Street in San Fransisco (USGS San Fransisco
North quad).
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What Do You Do When People are the Problem?
by Marianne Wanek

photo by Jay Ericson

A

nsel Adams couldn't have framed it better himself.
J w H a l f Dome is on fire; the afterglow of the sinking sun
tints this hulking chunk of granite, the most photographed
dome in Yosemite Valley. And the Wisher family is there,
right on time to see it. Perched along the bank of the
Merced River, their nearly completed picnic meal blissfully
interrupted by natural beauty, they share a collective smile.
To watch a mountain sunset on a full stomach is exactly
what they came for; it is a brochure brought to life.
Their daughter, a girl of eight, pokes around the
river's edge. Dinner has recharged her after a long day of
sightseeing in the car. Her memory is a mish-mash of
towering red trees, piles of rocks, and projectile waterfalls.
She liked the squirrels best, though, she told her daddy.
Even though that man with the hat made her stop feeding
them, at least she got a few photographs of a rodent nib
bling her Fig Newton. For the rest of the day, she focused
on spotting the signs reminding visitors not to feed the
wildlife. Often posted near pull-outs, these signs typically
had real animals clustered near them. The girl has decided
that when she grows up, she wants to be a zookeeper.
She picks up a willow branch sticking out of the sedi
ment while the rest of her family relaxes. As she scribbles her
name in the liver's sand, her peripheral vision detects an un
familiar movement in the proximity of her family's campsite.
Something big ambles past their Nissan Pathfinder.
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A b e a r.
She's sure of it.
Her excited cries
draw the family
together. Their
eyes strain for
details as they
rush back toward
their car. Adults
lunge for cam
eras while kids
challenge each
other to touch
the beast's dark,
shaggy fur. The
bear, with its front
legs propped up
on th e bench
seat of the table,
delicately digs its
nose into a wide
mouthed pickle
jar. The daughter
delights in watch
ing the bear lap pickle juice off the plastic tablecloth; she likes
to lick food off the table too.
As the scene unfolds, a government-green pick-up
truck arrives in the Lower Pines campground, where the
Wisher family is staying. News of the bear spread like a
prescribed fire through the park. Someone has called
the National Park Service's "Save a Bear" hotline. The
ranger and his assistant march over to the picnic table
covered with the half-finished feast. Meanwhile, the bear
begins its second course by cramming the girl's partially
eaten burger into his mouth, paper plate and all. He is
so accustomed to associating humans with mealtime that
he takes no notice of the seven people now circling him
and the table.
Each member of the family is aglow with the won
der and adrenaline of this wildlife close encounter. They
are speechless except for occasional blurts like, "Look at
that!" and "He really seems to like cottage cheese!" The
ranger reaches inside his canvas coat as the bear hoists
his entire body onto the edge of the table in order to get
within mouth's-reach of an uncut cake. He pulls out a
government-issue Colt .45, aims at the back of the sloped,
furry head, and fires a hollow-point bullet.
The bear dies instantly, spread-eagled on the picnic
table, pink frosting coating his lips. The blood-speckled
family stands stunned.
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I spent four years walking trails in Yosemite with students. During that time
I believed Stephen ]ay G o u ld 's battle cry that, " ... we will not fight for what
we do not love." So I tried to help these kids fail in love with nature.
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and mice. They wanted to get close to an animal, feed it,
and feel the love.
These kids from California, with the cuffs of their
oversized pants dragging in the gray, granitic dust of
Yosemite, grew up with bird feeders, pet dogs, and horse
back riding lessons. Most of their experience with animals,
however, comes from blinking screens of one kind or
another: the Discovery Channel featuring people who cap
ture enticing, close-up footage of wild animals; computer
programs simulating the lives of rainforest creatures; and
virtual animals like Giga-pets gathering dust in their school
lockers. From early on, their heads have been filled with
mixed messages about why animals are really on this planet.
Most find animals entertaining and many have been condi
tioned to care about them, but they don't seem to know
what that really means. These kids arrive in Yosemite want
ing to be Dr. Doolittle, St. Francis of Assisi, and Grizzly
Adams ail rolled into one. They can hardly wait to live out
their fantasies. They quiver with pleasure at the possibility
of seeing, feeding, and clicking close-up photos of an ani
mal—especially an animal that they may have never seen in
real life before. Not a zoo animal but a wild one. Quiet,
unintrusive observation of wildlife is not something most of
them understand, but can you blame them?
What that kind of caring doesn't covey is conse
quences. The ground squirrel they slipped trail mix to
on the Mist Trail to Vernal Falls, one may suppose, is
overweight and poorly nourished. O r, at the least, its
teeth are rotting from all the barbecued potato chips
and sandwich crusts it has earned for being a cute, closeup shot. The flock of Steller's jays that "cleaned up"
continued on page 34

Photo by Jay Ericson

sing rubber bullets and barking dogs, ear tags and
euthanasia, park officials spent most of the 1970s,
'80s, and '90s trying to teach human-fed wildlife to keep
their distance from people. They failed. Thousands of
dollars are spent every year repairing bear-inflicted damage
to cars and property. And the occasional tourist gets in
jured by unpredictable wildlife, lured into uncomfortably
close contact. Though their efforts were tremendous,
officials could not undo the work of the more than four
million people each year who tenderly, carelessly habitu
ated flocks of birds, raccoons, coyotes, marmots and bears.
The seven-square-mile Yosemite Valley is teeming with an
unnatural number of assertive, car and campsite-foraging
critters. At nearly the turn of the millennium, park biolo
gists are at their wit's end—teaching animals to reject
human food and avoid human contact just isn't working.
Reinstilling "wildness" is impossible.
While wildlife behavior modification programs are
struggling, park officials sponsor programs to educate visi
tors. Extensive signage, nature walks, free brochures, media
coverage, interactive displays, ranger-led evening programs,
and school-wide curriculum units attempt to instill a sense
of awe, appreciation, and understanding of wildlife. The
central message of these programs is to respect wild ani
mals by not feeding them and keeping a safe distance.
On some level the park's educational programs have
succeeded. Visitors have learned to love wildlife, and they
come in greater numbers every year to be near it. But the
emotional connection to wildlife, the desire to care, isn't
enough to change the behavior of most visitors. Even fines
of $45 or more for feeding bears or improper food stor
age don't make enough of a difference.
There is no doubt that the park's dual mission of
human enjoyment and wildlife preservation, both plant and
animal, is out of balance. Human desires are far outweigh
ing the needs of the wildlife therein. Yosemite Valley has
become an animal sacrifice zone. And I have been witness
to the sacrifice.
I spent four years walking trails in Yosemite with stu
dents. During that time I believed Stephen Jay Gould's
battle cry that, " ... we will not fight for what we do not
love." So I tried to help these kids fall in love with nature.
I believed that if I could inspire them, at least for their oneweek field trip, to care more about waterfalls than the Web,
more about porcupines than Pokemon, more about na
tional parks than new cars, they would somehow change
the world with all their caring. Now i don't think that
caring is enough.
Besides, most of these kids already cared about ani
mals. More than anything, they wanted to see animals
while they were in Yosemite: mountain lions, mule deer
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Communique from the Vortex q£
^ G r a v it y Sports.

by Ellen MeloYi
T ^ h e morning sun, already burning an 80-degree day, and a small machete. Instead, some geek rangerette at the
1 tops a cliff cut with fine strata of red rock and broken put-in asks to see his bilge pump.
The boat ramp is swarming with people and vehicles
at its foot by emerald cottonwoods and a silt-gold river. I
to
be
shuttled
to the take-out. I am approached by a pick
don a khaki uniform shirt, shorts, hot pink thongs and,
up
driven
by
a
man waving a spray nozzle and hose hooked
clipboard in hand, walk from the trailer to a boat ramp
to
a
large
barrel
of allegedly lethal chemicals. He is from
plunked down in nearly a million acres of sparsely inhab
county
weed
control,
he says. Have I seen the loathsome
ited desert. This is an art of courage. Courage to face the
violation of isolation rather than the isolation itself, for i pepperweed? Not a leaf, I lie.
Cheerfully I sign the permit of the outfitter who spe
savor the remoteness and the rare times I am alone on this
muscular river in southern Utah, a precious ribbon of wild cializes in theme river trips—stress management seminars,
water between reservoirs and the suck holes of industry outings for crystal fondiers or fingernail technicians from
East Jesus, New Jersey, overcoming, at last, their irrational
and agriculture.
fear
of nature. Today's load is priests troubled by lapsed
Officially, I am here to have my peace disturbed.
faith,
pale, anxious, overweight fellows in the early stages
River runners must have a permit to travel this stretch of
river. During the peak season a ranger checks lottery-drawn of heat stroke. I also check gear and answer questions
launch dates and a short list of gear related to safety and about bugs, snakes, scorpions, camps, rapids, and Indians
environmental protection. The permit system allows the (one side of the river is reservation land). Do actually I live
federal agency in charge to hold numbers of boaters to the here? they ask. No, I respond, except for an occasional
river's carrying capacity for a "quality wilderness experi shift at the put-in, I am on the river most of the time.
ence." Socially, if not physically, however, "wilderness Would I please call their mother in Provo to tell her they
experience" seems to have become an illusion if not forgot to turn off the oven? Am 1afraid of being ail alone
irrelevant. Right now I am the volunteer ranger managing when an axe murderer shows up? Did Ed Abbey live in
that trailer over there?
both the illusion and the irrelevance.
Some rafts look as if they barely survived World War
Most people accept the permit system as a panacea
II.
Others
are outfitted with turbodynamic chrome-plated
for the explosion in numbers of river runners and the
throw
lines,
heat-welded vinyl dry bags, cargo nets spun
consequences for a fragile riparian corridor. Others find
from
the
fibers
of dew-fed arachnids from Borneo, horse
regulation about as painless as an IRS audit. They see the
Southwest as a region of federally-neutered rivers, where a shoes, volleyball sets, sauna tents, coffin-sized coolers stuffed
person is no longer free to kill himself in a four-foot rubber with sushi, a small fleet of squirt boats, and whining packs
ducky pulling an inner tube piled with beans, testosterone, of androgynous progeny who prefer to be at home fulfilling
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their needs electronically. All of this gear is color-coordi are the cactus." Right. Let's begin with the 400,000 acres
nated and owned by business majors in Styrofoam pith on my left.
I explain that claret cup grow downriver and take
helmets and Lycra body gioves, in which they were placed
at birth. Once loaded these boats are pieces of personal him for a walk atop the mesas to admire the prickly pear
architecture, stunning but nevertheless stuck on the sand cactoose. He worries about traveling on the reservation
bar six feet out from the boat ramp after a dramatic side of the river. "It is wonderful to talk to Indians?" he
asks apprehensively. Yes indeed, I say. His fine blond hair
send-off.
Two boatmen with platinum-blond buzz haircuts, stands on end, his eyes are as blue as the sky. How lovely to
be lost in the American desert
Arnold Schwarzenegger bod
in search of a claret cup.
ies, neon green bicycle shorts,
Day's end. I have sent
matching tank tops, and pink,
today's recreational flotsam
insect-shaped sunglasses with
down the river. I have "applied
lenses as luminescent as an
th
e minimal bureaucratic
Alaskan oil spill stand beside
1
if
constraints
associated with ra
m i
their rafts, arms folded across
tioning
a
scarce
resource," as
entirely hairless pectorals.
t
~
//f
J
llllil
J
?
®
#
•
•
llfiB
*
>.-'
the
manuals
say,
and I have
Neither speaks. AH communi
melted into the greasewood,
cation consists o f barely
leaving everyone to float into
perceptible bicep movements.
his or her wilderness illusion. I
(This mute surfer look is new.
have advanced G erm anThe boatmen of a previous gen
American
friendship, I have
eration looked like anorexic
communicated
with a bicep,
ferrets—beards, missing teeth,
and
I
have
fended
off a deadly
m S S fW
a dagger on the life vest, earassault
by
herbicides.
Yet I am
shattering, maniacal laughs as
much too weenie to be a ranger.
they slipped down the tongues
Soon it will require a different
of the wildest rapids.) "Trade
breed: rangers trained in
you this clipboard for your sun
negative campsite-encounter
glasses," I sweetly offer one of
negotiation, field liposuction,
the Arnolds. His right bicep
and the delicate art of chaper
pops in boredom.
oning tasteful social events in
When check-ins are com
exotic outdoor backdrops.
pleted, I trudge wearily to the
Coyotes throw th eir
trailer, passing a group still in
songs from rim to rim across
sleeping bags inside a crumbling
the river, and the breeze car
log cabin, the remains of a
ries
the
heavy
scent
of
heat
on salt cedar. Lizards nap
ranch built nearly a hundred years ago. The doorway is
quietly
under
my
melon
plants.
1stroll down to the boat
strewn with beer cans; empty vodka bottles are perched on
ramp,
hoping
to
watch
the
nighthawks
that feed there at
the end of each hand-hewn log. Unless it's raining and
dusk.
Instead
I
find
a
small
party
of
river runners—
rangers take pity, people are not supposed to camp in the
cabin, so I reprimand them gently. "Good morning!" I say tom orrow 's perm ittees, an excellence management
in my sunshiny ranger voice. "Sleep well? Did you check seminar from Boulder, Colorado. These totally excellent
people are standing in a circle, holding hands and wearing
your scrotums for black widow spiders?"
At the trailer, a radio dispatch alerts me to 10,000 funny pointed hats. I won't ask to see their permit. 1am
gallons of diesel fuel, spilled yesterday in a tributary upriver sure they have one.
and now headed my way. Also awaiting me is an extremely
animated man whose shorts are unzipped. So absorbed is
he in his mission, he neither notices nor cares that he is Ellen Meloy is the author of The Last C heater's W altz and
exposing his underwear (turquoise bikinis) to a federal agent Raven's Exile: A Season on the G reen River. Her naturalist
He is from Germany and seeks the cactus, he says. essays have been widely anthologized, and she has written for
A claret cup cactus. He pronounces it "cactoose" but N orthern Lights, O rion, and other journals. Her new work of
speaks English well, with a charming mix of words. "I am nonfiction, The A nthropology of Turquoise, is in progress.
engineer but botanical by hobby," he explains. His col Ellen lives on the San Juan River in southern Utah.
leagues in Germany told him he would find claret cups in
this area, but "these botany friends are so secret and con
©1991 by Ellen Meloy
venient, so much pride, they do not tell me exactly where

I have sent today's!
recreationallflotsam
jBpMK« a s
S s i i'Sffe
d o w S h e river. I have
K applied the minimal
Ihl'eaucratic constraints
^ o c ia te d |v ith rationing
alcarce resource* as the
manuals say,anda
h a v ep elted in tq fth e
% ease% pdd| leaving
everyone to float into his
^w ilderness illusion.
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For Better or for Worse:
Trail proposal seeks public blessing
by Leeann Drabenstott
A mericans have a penchant for making things official.
We observe Groundhog's Day, National GIS Day, and
National Girl Scout Thinking Day. We designate wilder
ness, national monuments, national historic places, and

M \

Appalachian Trail—for decades. They sought a way to main
tain the beauty and sanctity of a lush mountain range,
already threatened in 1921 by "the metropolitan invasion
and the spread of its mechanized environment," when
MacKaye made his plans for the trail official. They wanted
to inspire selfless passion for the wild and a willingness to
accept the trail on its own terms. The public and
the trail would be each other's best allies; their
marriage would be long, sweet, and untainted.
To those of us inundated weekly with new
numbers for the staggering divorce rate and
tabloid headlines pronouncing infidelity and dissat
isfaction, MacKaye and his visionaries seem either
heroically romantic or downright hokey. We've
come to expea something else from our relation
ships: self-fulfillment, freedom, flexibility.
How we treat each other is how we treat the
land, said Gloria Flora in a recent public address,
and the West is full of examples. Consider the
proposed Great Western Trail, a multiple-use cor
ridor of trails stretching across the Interior West,
which seeks designation within the national trail
system. The proposed trail exemplifies a cultural
shift from the importance of the other to the sig
nificance of the self. If designated, this trail could
fundamentally change the national trails system.
Where MacKaye saw the sublime, Great Western
Trail advocates see a sublime opportunity.

Proposed Great Western Trail

Prenuptials
Legend
PruposedTiml
Area of consideration of trail location
M ap courtesy o f GWTA

parks. Whether driven by commercialism or true love, we
like to call things our own, to declare our passions boldly
and sustain them beyond the span of a short lifetime. We
tie the proverbial knot.
Early in the twentieth century, one ardent lover of the
land, Benton MacKaye, declared his passion for the Appa
lachian Mountains. His love affair set in motion a life-long
process, culminating in a wedding of the most unlikely
couple—the American public and national trails.
With the purest of intentions, MacKaye and his
colleagues courted the idea of a national trail—the
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n October 2 ,1 9 6 8 , President Johnson signed
a bill establishing the national trails system.
The Appalachian Trail (AT) and the Pacific Crest
Trail (PCT) became the flagship national scenic
trails, the first federally proteaed long-distance
trails in the United States. Because of their na
tional significance, scenic trails receive designation
only by an act of Congress.
The National Trails System A a included two
other trail categories: national recreation trails (short dis
tance trails near urban areas), and side or connecting trails
(to provide access to or within the national trails system).
Less ambitious in scope, recreation and connecting trails
are designated by the Secretary of the Interior or the Sec
retary of Agriculture.
These two other categories reflea the a a 's primary
intent to "provide for the ever-increasing outdoor recre
ation needs of an expanding population," followed closely
by the second goal of preserving America's natural and
cultural heritage. Whether or not the writers of the a a

O
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intended an order of importance, the initial scenic trails
focused first on resource protection, second on the
country's expanding recreational needs. MacKaye kept the
purpose of a scenic trail simple: "To walk. To see. And to
see what you see." For him, the joy was not so much in
the walking as in the humbling experience of the wild. The
AT was his "barbarian Utopia," far from the distracting
influences of urbanity.
MacKaye and other AT advocates also sought na
tional trail designation because they needed federal
support for acquisition of private holdings. The act did
provide federal authority for the acquisition of private land,
and authorized $flve million for the purchase of lands along
the AT, and $ 5 0 0 ,0 0 0 for those along the PCT —but ten
years passed before Congress fully appropriated these funds.
From the outset, the success of national trails depended
largely on grassroots efforts, which in the past had been
sporadic at best. The honeymoon was over before it be
gan, but MacKaye and company persisted and created a
sustained volunteer effort par excellence.
In 1978, the National Historic Trail designation was
added, recognizing routes established by historic use for
exploration, trade and commerce, migration, or military
campaigns. While historic trails typically include segments
of footpaths on or near an original route, they are not
continuous, linear paths. Yet, like scenic trails, they are
designated by an act of Congress. The inclusion of historic
trails marked a significant expansion of the trail system be
yond footpaths.
Currently, the trail system sustains eight National Sce
nic Trails, 11 National Historic Trails, over 8 0 0 National
Recreation Trails, and two connector trails. Scenic and
historic trails are managed by federal agencies, in partner
ship with a nonprofit association, which takes the lead in
fundraising and coordinating volunteer efforts. These alli
ances are always fraught with the complexity of mixing
bureaucracy with grassroots efforts. From the earliest con
ception of the Appalachian and Pacific Crest Trails, the
yoke has been unwieldy and the burden heavy. Even so,
perhaps a little starry-eyed, some trail advocates want a
new trail, and a new kind of trail. They find the status quo
too restrictive and exclusive.

If Benton MacKaye adopted
the courting techniques of a
Robert Browning, then
Great Western Trail (GWT)
advocates resemble Don Juan,
intent on wooing the
American public with
the mantra, “something
for everyone.”

traditionally served the needs of a developing West and
rural communities."
The GWT is best understood as a concept rather
than a single, linear trail. On some segments, the "trail"
will be a single path shared by all users, but on other seg
ments it will split and combine, and split again, winding its
way through a 50- to 100-mile corridor of trails, forest
roads, and even paved roads—if an appropriate segment
for motorized recreation cannot be found in the backcountry
corridor.
In Utah and Arizona, the Great Western Trail is al
ready in place in many segments and was recently honored
as a "National Millenium Trail" by the White House and
Department of Transportation. Only in Arizona is the GWT
a single route, open throughout to multiple use, including
motorized use. The Arizona Trail, a long-distance borderto-border hiking/equestrian trail, will remain independent
from the GWT, says Terry Hesiin, Recreation Programs
Manager for Arizona State Parks. This trail will continue
to provide the non-motorized option across the state. "We
have two distinct, different corridors," Hesiin explained.
In 1998, Congress directed the Forest Service to
conduct a feasibility study for the Great Western Trail and
appropriated $ 3 0 0 ,0 0 0 for the three-year project. Rep.
James Hansen, R-Utah, sponsored the appropriations bill.
A Bold Proposal
The study must include current land ownership status,
f Benton MacKaye adopted the courting techniques of a estimated costs of land acquisition, and "an examination of
Robert Browning, then Great Western Trail (GWT) the appropriateness of motorized use along the trail,"
advocates resemble Don Juan, intent on wooing the Ameri according to the Congressional mandate. Although GWT
can public with the mantra, "something for everyone." advocates resist identifying the GWT solely with motorized
The proposed Great Western Trail—a multi-use corridor of recreation, the mandate elucidates exactly what element
trails spanning the Interior West from Mexico to Canada would set the GWT apart from other national trails.
To GWT advocates, there are more similarities than
via Arizona, Utah, Wyoming, Idaho, and Montana—
applies the term "multi-use" broadly, meaning both non- differences. The proposed trail does not follow a recognized
motorized and motorized use. The Forest Service, in an historic route, as do National Historic Trails, yet it is intended
informational letter sent to Montana trail users in 1999, to elevate—in a more general sense—the significance of
described the trail as "actually more than a trail; it is an backcountry travel and exploration to America's history. It
interconnected corridor of roads, trails, and passages that honors the "innate desire to explore and discover," says Hesiin.
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replacing the primacy of r e
source protection. What
matters now is access—the
freedom to travel on one's
own term s through the
backcountry— and salabil
ity. No one should be
denied the recreational and
economic benefits of Am
erica's backcountry, private
or public. The GWTA
promotes the overriding
principle of th e GWT:
"something somewhere in
the corridor for everyone."
Their website includes a
graphic representation of
the "everyone" included in
the trails community: a
spectrum as complete as a
64-pack of crayons, rang
Photo by Jay Ericson
ing
from
backpackers
to
mountain
bikers to full-sized
The Great Western Trail Association (GWTA), a non
profit GWT advocacy organization based in Utah, automobiles.
Could the trail actually support such a community?
elaborates: "Using whatever was available, travelers in the
Old West made their way by foot or horseback, or by using Stone indicated that the study would address the physical
a variety of vehicles including wagons and water c raft.... possibility of the trail, whether the trail is desirable, what
And so it is today along the Great Western Trail as the potential cultural and economic benefits the trail would
magic and romance of the Old West unfolds once more to offer, and what uses are appropriate on the trail. But feasi
recreational enthusiasts from across the nation and many bility studies are inherently general. Physical possibility is
determined by the most catholic of criteria; it does not
foreign countries."
It's going to take plenty of Old West magic and ro address specific trails and roads.
One look at a map of proposed Montana routes
mance to sell Montana trail users on the idea of the GWT;
assures
that the GWT wouldn't leave the dregs for the multi
they've been given the short shrift all along. When the
use
community.
Three routes are proposed, all of which
study's scoping process began in 1998, the team leader
traverse
some
of
the most scenic and contentious wild
misinterpreted Congress's instructions and excluded Mon
lands
in
the
state,
and some of the only remaining grizzly
tana routes for the first two years. With weak assurances
that the opinions of Montanans would help shape the study, bear habitat in the lower 48. All three routes originate in
four public briefings were held in Montana last fail to West Yellowstone and end west of Glacier National Park at
determine public support for the trail. Roshanna Stone, the Canadian border. One route would head north near
Bozeman and Helena,
current Study Team
th
en trav e rse th e
Leader, moderated the
Swan
Valley corridor;
O
n
e
look
at
a
map
o
f
proposed
M
o
ntan
a
meetings and asked
another
would head
that they not become
routes assures that the G W T w ou ldn 't leave
west
into
the Beaver
a forum for discussing
the
dregs
for
the
multi-use
com
m
unity.
head National Forest
motorized versus nonand eventually link up
motorized trail use.
with
the
Swan
Valley
segment;
and
the
third would follow
instead, she focused the audience on the overarching
the
Bitterroot
mountains
up
to
Coeur
d'Alene, ID, then
goals of the trail: to provide a trail that can be used by a
variety of recreational users, to link rural and urban resi head east through the Kootenai National Forest.
Stone decided against contacting the media about the
dents by a connected trail system, to increase economic
Montana
meetings, hoping to avoid a large-scale debate
growth and development in rural Western communities, to
about
motorized
recreation. But what the meetings lacked
encourage different trail users to work together and with
in
numbers
the
attendees
made up in strong opposition to
land managers, and to "fulfill a unique recreation niche for
a growing segment of recreation users" who seek a the GWT, much of it focused on the motorized compo
nent. A t each of the meetings, 8 0 to 100 percent of
backcountry experience.
Each of these goals addresses the needs of the citizens opposed the trail. In a recent interview, Stone said
recreationist or the possibility of economic development, that 9 0 0 written comments were received on the Great
https://scholarworks.umt.edu/camas/vol3/iss4/1
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Western Trail—634 about Montana. Significantly, the public twice—in 1996 and in 1998. If designated through Mon
comment period for Montana lasted only 30 days while tana without public support, the trail's designation would
other states had almost three months (during the winter of feel to many like an arranged marriage.
1 9 9 8 -1 9 9 9 ) to submit comments. Montanans made it
A Match Made in Heaven?
clear that they weren't ready to say "I do."
Stone reported that the opinions represented in the
ontana trail users aren't the only ones deflating the
letters, from Montana and elsewhere, were evenly divided
GWT's tires. The National Trails System itself pre
between support for all uses on the trail and complete op sents obstacles and hoops that would make any Bengali
position to the trail—a convenient interpretation. But in tiger trainer jealous. National scenic trails, by law, are nonthe December issue of BlueRibbon magazine (a publication motorized, continuous routes, and historic trails must
of the BlueRibbon Coalition), GWTA president Mike Brown follow a nationally significant route. With these
ing warned motorized recreationists that after the Montana parameters, the GWT fits neither category. While trail ad
vocates like Heslin
meetings, "the study
leader has received
point to evidence that
the proposed corridor
an average of ten
for the GWT served as
letters per day voicing
an important migration
opposition."
corridor for Native
" T h e lo n g est
American tribes, and
fed erally -p ro tected
that historic "points of
m ultiple-use, m ulti
discovery" would be
modal trail corridor
highlighted along the
system in the U .S ....
trail, such as rock art,
will have a gap in it
archaeological sites,
called M o n ta n a ,"
and abandoned mines,
Browning predicted.
there is no single histori
Indeed, the Montana
cal event attributable to
meetings led to the de
the Great Western Trail.
velopment of two new
Scenic trails gen
alternatives in the study,
erally follow a significant
one of which excludes
geographical feature,
Montana from the trail.
such as a mountain
" It's kind of openrange or a glacial mo
ended at this point,"
raine. Although the
Stone said. Congress
GWT would traverse
could designate only a
rugged and scenic wild
partial trail, a continu
lands, it lacks a central,
ous trail from Canada
unifying feature. And,
to Mexico, or a num
as the act reads: "The
ber of possibilities in
use of motorized ve
between.
hicles by the general
Grassroots sup
public along any na
port remains the decid Photo courtesy of Montana Wilderness Association
tional scenic trail shall
ing factor. The absence
of strong local backing for the trail makes its success dubi be prohibited and nothing in this Act shall be construed as
ous. As of now, the trail lacks support in Montana; authorizing the use of motorized vehicles...."
One option open to the GWT is an amendment to
however, GWT advocates point out that many Montana
the National Scenic Trails designation. "If authorized as a
trail users only learned of the trail in the past six months.
According to Stone, the trail has received endorse National Scenic Trail, Congress would have to change the
ments from a wide array of national and state groups language... This has been done before," Stone said, refer
throughout the length of the trail: American Hiking Soci ring to exceptions made for the 3,200-mile Continental
ety, American Association for Retired Persons, Idaho Trails Divide National Scenic Trail that allow motorized travel on
Council, Utah Trails Council, Arizona Mountain Biking As some segments of the trail. At the time of the trail's desig
sociation, Utah Mountain Biking Association, Backcountry nation, prior primitive road rights-of-way existed along the
Horsemen of Idaho, Backcountry Horsemen of Utah, Idaho trail route. Described in the trail's Study Report as "so
Trail Machine Association, BlueRibbon Coalition, and Utah primitive in nature they would offer a recreational
OHV Council. On the contrary, the Montana State Trails experience little different in quality from that where
c o n tin u e d on pa g e 3 5
Advisory Commission expressed opposition to the trail
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Negligent Endangerment
by Dan Brister
photos by Tiffany Brown

was in jail with a guy from Florida who thought the
Grizzly Discovery Center was Yellowstone National Park.
"I'd always heard about the hundreds of bears and wild
animals in Yellowstone/7 he told me. "But there are only
four bears and a few wolves in cages." I tried to explain to
him that he was mistaking a makeshift zoo for our nation's
oldest national park, but he wouldn't buy it.
Equally incomprehensible to him was the fact that
my three friends and I were incarcerated for trying to save
American buffalo, or bison, from agents employed by the
Montana Department of Livestock (DOL).
Like most people, my cellmate was unaware that a
herd of wild, free-ranging buffalo had survived the mass
annihilation of the 19th century by Finding refuge in the
remote backcountry of Yellowstone. The park is one of
only two places in the world where wild bison were not
exterminated. (Wood Buffalo National Park in northern
Alberta is the other).
The great herds, which once numbered 70 million,
were gone by 1880. Only 22 wild buffalo survived into
the 20th century. The recovery of this herd, which num
bered 4 ,0 0 0 by the mid 1990s, is one of history's great
conservation success stories. Yet Yellowstone buffalo are
being killed in greater numbers today than they have been
in the last hundred years. In the past 3 winters alone, the
herd has been reduced to less than 2 ,0 0 0 animals.
Many Americans are familiar with the stories of our
ancestors who, in a few decades, eradicated the largest
herd of mammals ever known to exist. We have seen the
photos of skull and bone mountains, men poised with guns
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on the summits. We have heard stories of how the bison
were gunned down for their hides and tongues—an East
Coast delicacy—or for "sport" from moving trains, the
carcasses left to rot on the plains. Men like Tom Nixon,
who bragged of cutting down 120 buffalo in 40 minutes in
1876, were well-known in their day, and history has im
mortalized killers like Wild Bill Hickock and Buffalo Bill Cody.
You probably never heard of Dave Etzwiler, though,
who I met on the banks of the Madison River in March of
1998. He told me, with a gleam in his eye, "I've personally
shot more than a thousand head. Proud of it, too." Etzwiler
worked for the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and
Parks (FWP) before he was eventually fired for his killing
addiction. In 1995, the Montana Legislature, bowing to
pressure from the state's powerful livestock industry, trans
ferred the assassination duty from FWP to the Department
of Livestock. Etzwiler couldn't stop, even though it was
illegal for him to slaughter buffalo. He was fired after the
winter of 1996-97, when 1,083 buffalo were shot. But he
wasn't out of work long. The DOL hired him to do recon
naissance and shoot buffalo the very next winter, which was
when I met him.
My friend Kristen and I were skiing a stretch of the
Madison River, conducting a reconnaissance of our own,
when Etzwiler arrived on his snowmobile with a high-pow
ered rifle strapped to his back. Kristen aimed the video
camera at him as he confronted us. "Where are the
buffalo?" he asked gruffly.
"Don't know. Saw a herd of elk a few miles back," I
told him.
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"I saw the tracks," he said shortly. Then, "Where elk are known to carry brucellosis, they are not targeted
are the buffalo? I know there's a herd of bulls out here." by the DOL.
"Haven't seen 'em ," Kristen said. "Do you really
Because the only possible avenue for brucellosis
think we'd tell you anyway?"
transmission between bison and livestock is through the
"Why do you care about bulls?" I pressed him. "Even ingestion of afterbirth or aborted fetal material, bull
if there were cattle out here, you know bulls can't bison, non-pregnant females, and calves—who do not
transmit."
produce fetal material—pose no risk of passing the bac
Wiping ice from his mustache, he ignored my ques teria. Even the Animal and Plant Health Inspection
tion and asked me why didn't I find a "real" job.
Service (APHIS), the federal agency responsible for
Etzwiler's unwillingness to dis
downgrading a state's brucellosiscuss the motives behind the bison
free status, has said it will tolerate
slaughter is common among DOL
the presence of infected bulls and
I f Viewing public
agents. The ostensible justification for
other "low risk" bison, such as non
the killing is that the presence of bison
pregnant cows and calves. Yet the
g l support for H
in Montana threatens the state's
state doesn't discriminate in its
the 1995
brucellosis-free status. Brucellosis is a
policy of killing bison wandering into
bacterial disease that can cause abor
Montana.
All bison, regardless of
reintroduction
tions in cattle, particularly with first
the
level
of
risk, find themselves
c wki
ai
time pregnancy. The disease is fairly
of wolves into
within the cross hairs of the state's
common in many wildlife species such
rifles. Montana has killed more
die Greater
as elk, deer, moose, coyotes, and bi
than 5 0 0 bulls in the past three
son—though it doesn't seem to affect
years.
p e llo w sto n e l
them.
West of the park, where all the
Ecosystem as a
Livestock producers in states
killing has taken place in the previous
recognized as "brucellosis-free" by
two winters, bison and cattle do not
the federal government are allowed
intermingle. Because of the severity
■livestock industry ^ of the winters, cattle are only present
to export their cattle without testing
for the disease. According to fed
from June to September, when the
eral regulations, a state can't have
buffalo occupy their summer range
its brucellosis-free status revoked
p u b lic -perceptions 1 inside Yellowstone. The brucellosis
solely on the basis that wildlife in that
bacteria, which dies in just four hours
state are infected. There must be an
of exposure to sunlight, is not the driv
M
outbreak among cattle.
ing force behind the state's zeromanagement o i l
The risk of bison transmitting
tolerance bison policy. It is a smoke
; 'f e | e r | | li® B
brucellosis to cattle is extremely re
screen for a policy that runs much
: __ ____________
mote. It has never occurred in the
deeper.
wild. In Grand Teton National Park,
Viewing public support for the
where bison and livestock have coexisted for the past 40 1995 reintroduction of wolves into the Greater Yellow
years—and where a greater percentage of the bison herd is stone Ecosystem as a weather vane, the livestock
infected, there has never been an outbreak among cattle. industry fears a shift in public perceptions regarding man
During the winter of 1989, more than 9 0 0 bison migrated agement of federal lands. What's really at stake is the
from Yellowstone and shared land with livestock north of image, in the public eye, of bison re-inhabiting any of
the park. The state, fearing brucellosis, tested 2 0 cattle their former range outside the park.
herds and found no trace of the disease. According to
The debate over whether cattle or bison should
John Mack, a National Park Service wildlife biologist; "There have precedence on western lands goes back centuries.
is no evidence of wild, free-roaming bison transmitting bru In the 1870s, General Phil Sheridan praised the buffalo
cellosis to cattle. The state is saying this is a grave threat, hunters:
and here you had all these bison mingle with livestock and
nothing happened." Dr. Paul Nicolletti, a leading expert
These men have done m ore in the last four
on brucellosis, concurs, "The threat doesn't seem to be
years to settle the vexed Indian question than
there."
the entire regular A rm y has done in the last
Control of disease transmission doesn't seem to be
forty years.... Let them kill, skin, and sell until
the buffaloes are exterminated. Then your
Montana's true impetus for killing buffalo, if it were, the
prairies can be covered with speckled cattle.
state would address the presence of the disease in elk and
other wildlife, which it currently ignores. Though there are
more than ten times as many elk in the park as bison, and
A Wyoming Department of Game and Fish official,
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who asked to remain anonymous, also frames the issue as a
conflict between wildlife and livestock: "If the public gets
used to the idea that bison, like elk and deer, should be free
to roam on federal lands, then it may lead to a reduction in
the amount of public lands forage allotted to livestock. That's
what the ranchers really fear." John Varley, Yellowstone's
Director of Resources, views the issue in similar socio
economic terms. He calls it, "a struggle between the park

and agribusiness," a struggle which the park, he says, "is
losing badly."
Officially, the DOL blames brucellosis for the slaugh
ter. The agency produced a colorful brochure with a
photograph of a cowboy teaching his son to lasso cattle;
the caption reads, "O h, Give Me A Home, Where Dis
ease-Free Buffalo Roam." Occasionally, however, one of
their agents will betray other motivations. Last winter, an
agent who was laying a trail of hay from the park boundary
into the bison trap told me, "They'd be swimming in the
ocean if we weren't killing them."
The winter of 1996-97, when I first moved to Mon
tana, was especially severe. Snow isn't usually much of a
problem for buffalo, whose massive hump is a neck muscle
which enables them, with sweeping head-strides, to plow
snow aside to feed. But a January thaw brought rain on
top of snow, which then froze solid, creating an impen
etrable layer of ice inches above the ground. Record snows
then covered the ice, dooming nearly two-thirds of the herd.
The bison labored to sweep the snow aside only to scrape
their noses on solid ice.
By January 19th, my first day in Montana, more than
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5 0 0 bison had been killed by the DOL and Park Service.
By the first week of March, more than 1,000 had been
shot, and an additional 800 had died from the severe win
ter. The DOL killed 1,083 buffalo that winter, breaking
the previous 20th century record of 569 buffalo killed in
1987-88. Park biologist Mary Meagher, who has studied
the Yellowstone bison for 40 years and is widely recognized
as the leading scientific authority on bison, was alarmed at
what she called "a major population
crash."
I also discovered that the
butchered bison were auctioned by
the state, and the proceeds went
straight into the DOL's account. One
auction alone netted the state
$ 3 6 ,0 0 0 ; by the end of January,
they'd made well over $ 100,000.
Bison are killed in one of two
ways; they are either shot in the field
or captured live, then tested for bru
cellosis, and sent to slaughter. Bison
shot in the field are not tested. O f
those captured, all pregnant females
and any other bison which bloodtest positive are slaughtered. A more
accurate tissue culture te st is
conducted after the animals are
slaughtered. Mac Carelli, owner of
CfitC meats, said that in one ship
ment of over 2 0 0 bison which he
slaughtered that winter, only two
tested positive, both bulls.
The following December, I
decided to do something about it.
I had heard of a group of people
living on the outskirts of West Yellowstone, running daily
patrols from a rented log cabin, intent on stopping the
slaughter. A coalition of grassroots environmentalists and
Native Americans, the group—known as Buffalo Field
Campaign—provided room and board in exchange for help
with the campaign. I decided to volunteer for a few days
over Christmas. I ended up staying all winter.
When I arrived at the cabin, perched at the base of a
mountain overlooking Hebgen Lake, a woman named Hope
greeted me on the porch with a welcoming smile and of
fered a warm bowl of soup. "It's good you came when
you did," she said, "We've lost a lot of people in the last
week."
I followed her inside, into a large, open living room.
The walls on three sides were lined with old couches; in the
center of the fourth stood a giant wood stove. The scent of
home-made soup reminded me of my mother's kitchen. I
followed my nose, found a bowl, and ladled myself some
of the hearty stew. "I'll be in the office," Hope said. "Come
find me after you've eaten, and I'll show you around."
As I ate, several people came into the room and in
troduced themselves. "I'm Rick," said a lanky kid, about
C3mas Winter/Spring 2000
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twenty years old. A New Yorker by birth, he had spent a
few months in Montana and fell in love with the moun
tains. "I was tired of moving around so m uch/' he told
me, "and I wanted to do something constructive, to give
something back to this place. When I learned what was
going on with the buffalo, I knew I had to come."
I finished my soup and found Hope in the office.
She was answering emails on an old Mac. "We get about
fifty a day," she said. "We try to answer them all but it's
hard sometimes. We're usually pretty beat when we get in
from patrol. The last thing you feel like doing is sitting at
a computer."
I took a look around. On a table in one comer there
were two videotape decks and several Sony video cam
eras. A bumper sticker plastered to the table read, "The
Camcorder is Mightier than the Baton." Hope noticed
me looking at the cameras and said, "We never send a
shift out without one. If the DOL knows their every move
is captured they won't be nearly as reckless." On the wall
above the decks was a gruesome color photo of four sev
ered bison heads lying in snow. Blood dripped from the
nostrils and pooled around the necks, contrasting with the
white ground. On another table stood four two-way FM
walky-talkies.
During the next few days I learned the routine. Wake
at 5:30, eat breakfast, gear up, and out the door by 6
a.m. I took to the ski shifts at Duck Creek, with its beau
tiful sunrises, right away. Most mornings, the valley teems
with wildlife. It is not uncommon for dawn to reveal herds
of elk 2 0 0 strong surrounding 70 buffalo. Occasionally
we watched wolves and coyotes circling the great herds.
The buffalo appear every fall, trickling out of the
park at Duck Creek, Cougar Creek, and the Madison River.
When winter turns fierce and snow obscures the grass
their bodies are built from, they pour out, migrating along
the watercourses down to lower elevations outside the park.
This is usually a one-way migration, as they are killed for
following their instincts, which lead them into Montana.
The DOL keeps a capture facility on private land
owned by Dale Koelzer. His property, which abuts the
park, surrounds Duck Creek. The outer corral is literally
on the park boundary. Duck Creek is the migration corri
dor for the majority of the herd.
Our job on those early mornings was to survey
Koelzer's land and make sure no buffalo had wandered
onto it during the night. We communicated via radio with
a car patrol parked across the creek, at a place we called
the "perch." The perch offered a different view of Koelzer's
yard and the trap, one we didn't get from the park. If
buffalo wander into Koelzer's, we'd ski in and try to move
them back to Yellowstone. If we were caught on his land
we'd be arrested.
Only four days after my arrival, 1 helped save 16
buffalo. Peaches, on his way home from work the night
before, had seen two DOL trucks pull into Koelzer's. We
knew they were in town to capture buffalo because one of
the trucks was towing a livestock trailer, used to transport
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them to the slaughterhouse.
I parked by the Fir Ridge graveyard. We put on our
skis in the frosty dawn and followed the familiar tracks to
ward the park, reaching the top of the ridge before sunrise.
A porch light was on at Koelzer's.
"Let's go," I said, taking four sweeping strides and
shooting off the ridge, my skis gliding smoothly in the icy
tracks. I bent my knees to keep balance and flew down the
hill—taking all the speed it had to offer and coasting halfway
across the valley floor. I skied onto a small bluff overlook
ing the buffalo trap and waited for Hope and Rick. We
could see Koelzer's house and barn in the dawn. We had
been there 30 seconds when a light went on in the house.
Rick fumbled through his pack for a walky-talkie, held
it before his face, pressed the button and said, "Backcountry
to perch, do you copy?"
A voice came through, "This is the perch. You see
anything down there? Over."
"N ot yet," Rick replied, "just got into position.
Koelzer's light went on. We're waiting for the sun to reveal
our friends. Over."
While they were talking, Hope skied a little further
along the bluff. She came back and told us she'd found the
buffalo. "They're right next to his house," she said.
The perch spotted them too: "We have 16 of our
friends practically on Koelzer's porch. DOL is up and about.
Looks like the real thing. Over."
"We better get going," Hope said, "It is almost light."
Rick and I agreed. He waited on the bluff, providing radio
support, while Hope and I sided in. We glided past a row of
fence posts marked with orange surveyor's tape and posted
with signs reading:
DO N O T ENTER!
AREA RESTRICTED TO PUBLIC ENTRY
FOR
PUBLIC SAFETY
AND
TO AVOID DISRUPTION
OF
AUTHORIZED OPERATIONS
Montana Code Annotated
45-7-302
Montana Department of Livestock
and
USFS, NPS, APHIS, and MFWP.
We skied beside the trap and into a grove of trees, the
only cover on the property. Stopping at the edge of the
grove, we surveyed the scene. The buffalo were bedded
down on a small rise behind a fence, 15 feet from Koelzer's
front door. A mound of hay had been placed beside the
porch.
"That's why they like it here so much," Hope said,
am tinuedonpage39
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P r o f il e

The Greatest Good for the Greatest
Number:

Look

atthe Past,
Present, and Future
o f our Public Lands
A n Interview with

Jack W ard Thom as
by Ethan Hasenstein

ack Ward Thomas is a man accustomed to
thinking big. During a 27-year career as a
research wildlife biologist with the U.S. Forest
Service and a three-year stint as Chief starting
in 1993, Thomas presided over the most dy
namic period in the agency's history. Now, as
Boone and Crockett Chair of Wildlife Biology
at the University of Montana's School of
Forestry, Thomas is no less passionate,
outspoken, or keenly interested in the man
agement of public lands. On a snowy January
morning, i caught up with Dr. Thomas in his
office for some insight, history, and specula
tion on the future of that uniquely American
resource, the National Forest system.

J

Photo courtesy J. W. Thomas

E H : D e scrib e h o w y o u r in tro d u c tio n to the
p u b lic lands c o n trib u te d to y o u r e v o lu tio n as a
conservationist.

thousands of acres you can roam over with not a single
"No Trespassing" sign.
EH:

JWT: I was born and raised in Texas, which has al
most no public lands, except for in East Texas, where there
is a national forest, and in the West, where there is a na
tional park. Where I lived, there was neither. There was
nothing I liked better than hunting and fishing—either I had
to beg permission or had I to sneak, and I got pretty good
at both of those things. O f course, I went to Texas AscM
and then worked for the Texas Game and Fish Commis
sion, then for the U.S. Forest Service in West Virginia.
I am still struck by what a privilege it is to step out
and go—you don't have to ask permission, ail you have to
do is behave yourself with some modicum of decorum.
That was something that struck me as an almost unbeliev
able privilege and, to a certain extent, still does. What a
privilege it is to live in a place where you have hundreds of
22
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H o w have public lands contributed to your

conception o f dem ocracy?

JWT: In biology there is an expression: "Ontogeny
leads to phylogeny." In other words, the function of an
animal is a recapitulation of its evolutionary history. And I
would say that's almost the same as what the great wilder
ness had to do with the development of the American notion
of democracy. The vast wilderness is part of the great
American myth, and there is nothing wrong with myths. It
gives a connection to the past, and I don't mean just the
more recent past of a few hundred years or so, but also an
ancient past.
EH:

H o w has the pressure to decentralize the

federal governm ent's natural resource decision-m aking
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authority been an obstacle to ecological, econom ic, and
social stability?

JWT: Recent pressure has been towards centralization.
It was my ambition as Chief to press as much money and
authority down in the system as I possibly could, but it was
like swimming against the tide. If you view the Congress of
1994 as a change towards decentralization, look at what they
did; they passed the Salvage Rider, which was a centralized
order from the top. It was passed by Congress and signed by
the president with no consultation with the Forest Service.
The conventional wisdom is that there is this pressure for
decentralization, yet—at
the same time the very
people that you say are
pressing for that—penned
and passed a centralized or
der. So in the cases I dealt
with, the pressure is to
wards centralization.
Now, why is that?
Power. Power is what
politics is about The Con
gress and the administration
do not really want to see
things decentralized. That
disperses power.
EH : So ho w does
current Forest Service
policy figure in ?

JWT: Consider the
President's recent order:
put all roadless areas un
der protection. That is
contrary to the intent of
the National Forest Man
agement A c t (NFMA).
Why? NFMA assumes
things work best on a lo
calized basis. That leads Photo by Tara Gunter
to the interesting, evolv
ing fact that science is telling us that we need to do things in
a more cohesive, regional fashion, over longer periods of
time. Yet if the political pressure Is to make decisions at the
lowest possible political level, that's antithetical to the evolv
ing theories and aspects of sustained productivity over long
periods of time.
Science and politics appear antithetical to each other.
What would have happened if all those lands that are now
public were left to the states in the early part of the last
century? I suspect that we would not be sitting around
arguing about roadless areas and appropriate levels of ex
ploitation. All that would have been settled by 1950.
I believe th at public land m anagem ent is too
Camas Winter/Spring 2000
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centralized, but I'm fearful of the inverse, which is
total decentralization. There is probably some inter
m ediate distribution th at is appropriate where there
is decentralized power governed by the ground rules
and boundaries set by national policy. The pow er
should be exercised by people with the background,
the technical training, and the appropriate experience.
EH:

In light o f this, what is the appropriate role o f

science in working towards the resolution o f resource man
agement issues and rebuilding ties in Western communities?

JWT: Let's talk
about what science is
and what science is n o t
Science is the develop
ment of knowledge and
information under the
appropriate constructs
o f hy p othesis and
experimentation.
There is no good
science where one de
velops information, and
upon that one piece of
information, the whole
world changes. What is
challenging the world is
the proliferation of
technical information.
How do we integrate it
so it can actually be
used in the decision
making process in a
rational fashion?
I headed massive
efforts in the Northwest
on old-growth issues
which people thought
[w ere exam ples of]
good science. It wasn't
science at all. It was
planning done by scien
tists. Science guides decisions—it doesn't make them and
never should. The first role of science is to say, "Here is
information to be considered and it's certifiable." The
second role is that science can tell us if a decision made
appropriate use of the science.
E H : Yes, it seem s there's a disconnect between
science and policy.

JWT: One of the greatest conundrums in working
with a federal regulatory agency that deals with endan
gered species, and a land management agency that has a
multiple-use mandate is their different missions. The
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regulator has no requirement to help the land manage
ment agency achieve its mandate, but it has absolute veto
power over anything that the land management agency
proposes to do. The land management agency can opt
for a little more risk over a shorter time frame, whereas a
regulatory agency will opt for little or no risk over a very
long time frame. There is an enormous difference in the
decision space that's provided given the two different
missions.
I know of a certain senator whose staff went through
all the titles of Forest Service research units, and every one
that had the word "ecosystem" in it was scheduled for
budget cuts. Every one that contained the word "produc
tivity" would receive increased funding. In other words,
sometimes ignorance is bliss. I don't have to react to sci
ence if it doesn't exist. I don't have to react to knowledge
if I can somehow step away from it. Sometimes political
figures produce deliberate ignorance, and do everything
they can to avoid coming to grips with actual information
or understanding.
EH:

H o w did y our conception o f science change

as y o u m oved from y o u r role as a pure researcher to
that o f a policy-m aker?

]WT: Where you stand depends a lot on where you
sit. As a scientist, I was probably more impatient than I
am now. Administrators did not address science the way i
thought it should have been addressed. 1 never quite un
derstood all the pressures on the administrator until I sat in
the Chief's chair. I had to deal with economics, compli
ance with the law, budgets, and cajoling politicians into
action or lack thereof.
With science, you're sitting around theorizing with
a bunch of other Ph.D.'s, and it is hard to realize that
they make up a very small percentage of the population.
It's a lot like trying to herd butterflies. Scientists are

very independent, and highly educated. They're trained
to be, if not questioning, almost cynical. "Believe noth
ing, test everything." You try to put them on the spot
and say, "W e've got to make some multi-million dollar
decisions here, what should we do?" And about that
time, they say, "Who, me?"
EH:

H o w has Am erica's vacillating confidence in

the governm ent affected the Forest Service and, in gen
eral, natural resource decision-m aking?

]WT: There is a great majority that doesn't say very
much, but is nevertheless very interested. When I was
Chief, public opinion polls indicated that the Forest Service
was the most respected organization in the government.
But if you read the newspapers you would have thought
everybody in the United States hated us. We have a con
flict industry on both extremes of the issue. They are
funded, have CEOs, magazine publishers, spin meisters,
and they all work on the extremes. To do that, there has to
be a villain, and the Forest Service is the villain of choice.
Once you achieve an objective, you can't say, "We have
killed the villain." Your money will dry up! The villain has
to be more villainous next year than this year in order to
keep the funding rolling in.
A t this moment, the extreme environmental side has
won the war. Yet they are still acting like they have no
influence, and that nobody will listen to them. That is how
it used to be with biologists in the Forest Service. We
would pound at the door to the inner sanctum and scream,
"Let us in! Let us in!" And somebody finally jerked the
door open and our momentum carried us into the middle
of the room where we burned up about six feet of carpet
with our noses, and we're laying face down on the carpet
kicking and screaming and pounding and yelling "Let us
in!" We were right in the middle of the room! It is hard to
be the victor because victory can demobilize your army.
EH : H o w was ecosystem
m anagem ent

a

d ep a rture

fro m p rio r fo re st p o lic y
m o d els? What problem s did
y ou run into ?

Photo by Dan Berger

]WT: The spotted owl
forced us to acknowledge
th at we were dealing with a
question that had to be solved
in a regional fashion. We
quickly found out there were
not just one, not just 39 spe
cies d e p e n d e n t on o ld
growth, but hundreds. We
ended up analyzing about
9 0 0 species. We were still
answering individual speciesoriented questions. However,
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when you get up to dealing with that many species, you're they had good reasons to question it. But the Forest Ser
obviously not dealing with species, but an ecosystem. We vice had boxed itself in trying to satisfy environmentalists
evolved from the spotted owl to a whole bunch of species. before. We didn't have anywhere else to go to meet the
That was the next assignment: to deal with the old-growth cut. It became a tenuous and tense situation.
Chief [Mike] Dombeck realized that we have an
ecosystem question. And, by the way, don't forget the
fish. It was impossible to answer these questions without $ 80-million backlog on road maintenance. Congress is
very good at deferring costs into the
an ecosystem management approach.
future. The agency said it needed
The teams of scientists had to
/
know
of
a
increased funds to maintain the road
simultaneously amend all the forest and
system,
but Congress' response was,
BLM plans west of the Cascades, which
certain senator
"N o, we will not appropriate that.
was antithetical to what we had told
In the meantime, here's more money
people we were going to do under
whose staff went
to build new roads."
NFMA, which was to develop one plan
through the
And Dombeck, very wisely, said,
at a time. We began to see the myriad
"Hold
it." O f course, this did not ad
problems associated with the piecemeal
titles
o
f
all
the
dress
the
roadless situation, only the
approach of one forest at a time. One
roading
situation.
Roadless areas
size, biologically speaking, didn't fit all.
Forest Service
didn't come into the debate at the
That was somewhat of a precur
time. But this is just a recognition of
research units,
sor to what is going on with the
reality, it would have been irrational
consideration of the roadless areas.
and
every
one
to
continue to build more roads when
If you can amend all the forest plans
we
could not even maintain the road
in one region to meet the require
that
had
system
that was already in place.
ments of NFMA, then is it rational
to amend all the plans in the United
the word
E H : S o it seem s like Congress
States to protect roadless areas?
EH:

S o it set a precedent for

the type o f d e cisio n -m a kin g that
hap pened w ith C lin to n 's roadless
area protection m andate?

“ ecosystem”in
it was scheduled
for budget cuts.
Every one that
had the word
“productivity
was scheduled
for increased
funding.

]WT: There are similarities and
differences. If the government can
amend all the forest plans in a region
at one time, then it can probably
amend all the forest plans in the
nation at one time. However, the
drivers are different. One was a re
quirement to deal with the Endangered
Species Act (ESA), and I don't think
there was any other way to do that.
The roadless area question is not being driven by the ESA
per se, but by the political situation. With roadless areas,
Congress has done what it has always been very good at—leaving the agency twisting in the wind.
These areas are not roadless by accident. My in
structions as Chief, to deal with the same question, were to
issue the order to immediately proceed with roading and
harvesting timber, or remove them from the timber base.
Let's make a decision once and for all. I was naive at the
time to think that just because I gave an order it would be
obeyed.
At any rate, the Forest Service began to run up against
the wall. When we did start going into the roadless areas,
environmentalists used every possible tactic to prevent or
slow things. It made it increasingly expensive in an already
marginal situation. That is not to cast any blame on them:
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forced the situation.

]WT: The truth is, Congress can
solve this "donnybrook" any time it
chooses with an omnibus wilderness
bill with "hard release" language. In
other words, this goes into wilderness,
this doesn't, and we will quit arguing
about it. The roadless area protec
tion mandate has at least focused the
issue. It makes absolutely no sense to
reconsider these lands every ten years.
E H : Is the protection o f over
4 0 m illion acres o f roadless Forest
Service land (m ost o f it in the West)

as disastrous as industry and others say, o r as beneficial
as touted by environm ental advocates?

]WT: Probably neither one. The majority of roadless
areas would have remained roadless just due to economic
circumstances and environmental risk. But this isn't the
argument. I think most people that are real policy analysts
would understand this. It has come down to an issue of
political philosophy. The arguments that are developing
are almost as if all those roadless areas are not really roadless.
They didn't just becom e roadless; they have been roadless
forever. There are some interesting arguments that are
almost like class warfare—about elitists and greedy corpo
rations. I find it interesting that environmentalists argue
about roadless areas being critical to the recreation, which
has got an almost perfect correlation with proximity to
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roads. You want more use for a wilderness area? Build
JWT: This boom also exhibits some of the elements
more roads. And you want people to support wilderness. of class struggle. People are pouring in for retirement, for
You hear a lot of this rhetoric—"I'm old and have a trophy homes. I think that leads to a real bitterness among
bad hip and I can't walk and they're going to prohibit me local people who have been around for a long time. They
from getting in there." That is a specious argument— see an invasion of people "with wherewithal."
there's no road in there now. This is a question of whether
Half of our economy is based on ideas. Mental
we want to maintain the idea that we are consciously re capital can reside anywhere. The West is changing, but
straining ourselves from roading and harvesting areas for externally. People bring their morals and values from som e
some noble reason.
where else. Some economists make
Wilderness is something else
the point that those public lands are
altogether. This is not a question of
the attractant, that they are worth a
It is a moral
recreation. The argument is not over
whole lot more by just being than
whether these areas will remain
they are as producers of commodi
■ iu e s ililin ' :
roadless, but one over how the deci
ties. I think there is something to be
m
•
sions are made and who makes them.
B M C v p e rc e n t
said for that. As the population in
creases (and we would like to assume
EH : There is a trend in natu
that the per capita income will like
ral resource decisions d uring the
wise increase), the land is going to
latter half o f Clinton's presidency:
become more valuable for other rea
sons.
Like Will Rogers said, "Buy
Big top-down decisions with a local
',v;
.
land, they ain't making any more of
d ecisio n-m a king twist. In o th er
it"
words: "H e re's the decision, no w
y o u local folks figure out h o w to
w ork with it, or else." In what po
sition does it put land management
agencies?

f |r f the world's
>'populaiwl;
; corisumes a great
majority,ftf the
world's resources,
^ret do^notw ahl
361 exploit its own
resources. We've
got die best
timber^pwing
sites in the world,
and the most

E H : So where does that put
com m odity p ro d u ctio n ?

]WT: We have to value com
modity production as well. The more
]WT: It lets them take the brunt
of the political fallout. Yet that is the
demand exerted on a shrinking re
way most of the great land reserves
source base, the more the price goes
have been created throughout history.
up. When the price increases, more
Remember, Teddy Roosevelt signed
sensitive management becomes pos
off on the last big additions to the Na
sible and popular—helicopter logging
tional Forest system by presidential
for instance.
proclamation, then, on the same day,
Should we be producing tim
h ig h i^ rtra irte d
signed a law prohibiting anyone from
ber of our national forests? Abso
ever doing it again. Exercises of presi
lutely. Twelve billion board feet? No,
dential power, many without the
too much. Less than three billion?
backing of Congress, have been a
There probably needs to be some
mechanism by which most of the great
level higher than that to maintain for
national parks, monuments, and
est health. The U.S. is the number
forest acres were created.
one consumer of wood in the world:
This is a continuation of a politi
where are we going to get it? I think
cal ploy used repeatedly this century.
it's a moral question when six
I
__________
And in every single case, you've seen
percent of the world's population
a backlash against the President. We
consumes a great majority of the
look back at Roosevelt and say he was the great conservation world's resources, yet does not want to exploit its own
president. But will we view these actions similarly in 2100? resources. We have the best timber growing sites in the
I don't really know. But I think scapegoating the agency is a world, and the most highly-trained forestry work force. If
relatively new tactic. Civil servants make great targets, be we cannot do it right, I don't know that anybody in the
cause they cannot or will not fight back.
world can.

workforce. If we
cannot do it right,
I don't know that
anybody in the
world can. I

EH : We live in the fastest-growing region o f the
U nited States, the West. What resources act as c o n 
straints to our boom ing Western population, and what
role does public land play in their allocation?
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EH:

Has the public land legacy been successful?

JWT: I think the public lands have been very suc
cessful over a hundred years and they reversed the trends
of land abuse and exploitation. Teddy Roosevelt said,
Camas Winter/Spring 2000
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"By God, we're going to stop the industrial giants of
America from ripping us off."
Until 1945 the Forest Service was mostly putting
out fires, which now is painted to appear stupid. It made
sense when we were thinking about preserving it to be
cut later. Much of what appears irrational today did not
appear irrational back then. By 1 9 45, we had simply
overexploited private timberland to sustain the war ef
fort. We decided to use the public lands as the buffer
until the private lands came back online, and they were
to be the primary source of timber until about 2 0 1 0 or
2 0 1 5 . Things started changing, things started coming
undone around 1985. We should note that much of the
land that we logged between 1945 and 1965 are good
growing sites. The low-elevation areas with gentle to 
pography and roads already have a significant amount of
investment in them in terms of planting and thinning, it
makes sense to get that initial investment back. Perhaps
we should zone parts of the national forests for timber
production and recapture those investments with
minimal environmental risk.
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E H : But are o u r public land laws flexible eno ugh
to d o that?

JWT: These laws are fine individually and screwed
up in the aggregate, along with accumulating case law. It
comes down to a whole lot of good ideas that just do not
mesh any longer. I would not want to throw the laws
away, but we need to work out something where they
operate together better than they do with less overlap.
Otherwise, we'll grind to a stop. That may be all right
temporarily, but I think over the next century that won't
be acceptable.
I was told when I was Chief that there was nothing
wrong with the laws, just an inability to execute them
properly. I thought that was not quite right then, but
now 1 know it's not right. How do you achieve a desir
able effect, in a more coherent fashion? That's going to
be an enormous job. We need alternative legislation.
EH:

N o w that y o u 're o u t o f the agency, h o w

does it feel to be back in academ ic life ?

)WT: Well, I have never been an academic before
this incarnation. One of the interesting things about
teaching is seeing these folks who are just too certain
about everything. Foresters are just too certain. The
environm entalists are just to o dam n sure ab o u t
everything, too. It pays to be a little bit humble. I'll say
one thing for sure: pontification is much easier then
responsibility.
EthanHasenstexnisanEVSTstudent. VJhennotworiangwith dieFiveValleys
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Dispossessing the Wilderness:
Indian Removal and the Making of National Parks
by M ark David Spence
Oxford University Press, 1 9 9 9

Reviewed by Colleen O'Brien
n Mark Spence's Dispossessing the Wilderness, the
origins of federal land preservation are examined from
a refreshing angle. Spense asserts that the establish
ment of our national park system was predicated on the
dispossession of native tribes. To anyone who has thor
oughly studied Western history,
this is not an earth-shattering rev
elation. What makes this book a
valuable contribution to both
Western and environmental his
tory is the way it traces the
philosophical and conceptual
shifts in what constitutes "wilder
ness" and describes how these
shifts led directly to Indian
removal. The author also makes
the point that the parks them
selves serve as "a microcosm for
the history of conflict and
misunderstanding that has long
characterized the unequal rela
tions between the United States
and native tribes."
Spence studied Yellow
stone, Glacier, and Yosemite
National Parks and the tribes dis
rupted by their creation: the
Crow, Shoshone, Bannock,
Blackfeet, and Yosemite. Each of
these tribes used the area or lived within a park when it
was established. All of these Native Americans were
affected by federal land preservation policies. None of
the tribes fully relinquished their claims to the parks'
lands and resources. Employing exhaustive research,
Spence guides readers through the thicket of historical
circumstances surrounding the federal designation of
these areas.
When the painter George Catlin first proposed the
idea of a national park, he viewed Native Americans as
an integral participant in Western environments. Catlin
meant for preserved tracts of land to include Indians
living the way they had from time beyond memory. Spence
states, "The dual 'island' system of nature preserves and
Indian reservations did not originate in the 19 2 0 s ....
Americans generally conceived of the West as a vast
'Indian wilderness,' and they rarely made a distinction
between native peoples and the lands they inhabited."
As the Oglala Sioux leader Black Elk pointed out, the
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park and reservation systems possess some rather ironic
similarities. "[They] made little islands for us and other
little islands for the four-Ieggeds."
George Bird Grinnell is most often credited with the
establishment of Glacier National Park. He hunted and
explored the area for many years, hiring Blackfeet guides.
Spence explains that "he encouraged his countrymen to
'uncivilize' themselves a bit and return to the mountains
on a regular basis but admonished his Blackfeet friends to
become 'civilized' and enter the mainstream of American
society." Indeed, there was a per
ception in the early 1900s that
natives did not appreciate the
scenery that surrounded them.
Only by adopting the trappings
of Western culture could natives
then return to the "pristine" wil
derness to visit and, with their
new-found sophistication, finally
appreciate all a park had to offer.
T h ro u g h o u t th e book,
Spence's tone is objective, almost
distant. But he never shies from
the big issues. The book's un
derstated tone leads readers to
examine for themselves the par
allels between cordoning off of
nature preserves and Indian
reservations. The concept of wil
derness where "m an" is only a
visitor is fairly recent. It is also
predicated on biblical assump
tions. And certainly, as this book
illustrates so well, imposing a
Christian "fall from the garden" complex on nonChristian cultures has been, at the very least, unjust.
Some of the ideological concepts that gave rise to the
creation of wilderness bear reexamination, and this book
is a thought-provoking primer.
Spence manages to end the book on a hopeful note.
Recently, the Park Service has shown a willingness to
work more closely with tribes. Because the plants and
animals integral to traditional ways still exist in the parks,
the parks could become places that play a role in a cul
tural resurgence and could potentially serve as sites of
native and non-native reconciliation.
Preserving wilderness seems vital in this age of the
mini-mallification of the landscape, but let's not kid our
selves about concepts like "pristine" and "unmarred by
humans." When we acknowledge that humans have
always played a role in wilderness, then wild areas can
become places that unite people instead of forcing them,
quite literally, into separate camps.
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Ecology of a Cracker Childhood
Southern folks who are clannish, poor, and prone to "kick
up their heels and wear out their knees." Her father, a
Christian fundamentalist, refused his wife and children a world
beyond family and church. He insisted on the values of hard
Reviewed by Leeann Drabenstott
work, resourcefulness, generosity to strangers, and the sanc
irst-rate regional writing succeeds in two ways. One, it tity of all life. His mental illness becomes the focus of the
captures the bare essence of a region—its people and book, and she describes how her family remained intart,
their customs, its history, its geography. And two, it takes fed, and hopeful, despite his absence, in time, Ray's father
the reader beyond the intimacies of life in a particular place healed, but the insular and unpredictable life he had created
to an understanding of how, as a whole, a region for them continued.
Still, Ray refuses to shame her family, the shadows of
succeeds and fails. The successful author uses a zoom and
wide-angle lens, their past, or their Cracker heritage. She balances darkness
achieving a per by illuminating how they lived a life rich in love, imagination,
fect equilibrium. and loyalty and redeems them from the myths of Cracker
According culture. Ray portrays a world dependent on fierce love and
to this litmus the survival instinct—her family legacy.
JANlSSE RAY
in the natural history chapters, Ray details the heritage
test, janisse Ray's
memoir, Ecology of her region, a "legacy of ruination"—as much an undeni
able inheritance as her family's past Southeast Georgia was
o f a C ra ck e r
C h ild h o o d suc built on the Iongieaf pine trees culled for timber, which opened
ceeds. It holds dearcut fields for agriculture and, eventually, urban sprawl.
wide appeal to She laments the rapid and widespread destruction of this
the Southerner fragile forest ecosystem, which supports an intricate web of
■
m
because it hon plant and animal life, much of it now extinct, endangered, or
estly portrays life proposed endangered (the appendixes provide a complete
in th e rural listing). Only one percent of virgin Iongieaf forest remains.
Ray hopes to undo the legacy of ruination by working
S outh. M any
to
restore
the Iongieaf pine forests of the South. Her book
Westerners will
serves
as
a
call to action. Hoping that the reader will share in
appreciate the
book too, recog her vision, she provides a list of Iongieaf advocacy organiza
nizing within it tions and other resources.
The natural history chapters present a mix of personal
patterns of be
havior that lead narrative, poetry, and straight ecology lessons, creating a
to a region's eventual demise: the decimation of its natural shift in voice from the history chapters. While this shift does
not detract from the impart of the book as a whole, at times
resources, its native ecosystems.
Throughout the memoir, Ray weaves the history of 1found myself skipping along to the next installment of her
her family in southeast Georgia with the region's natural family saga. Unfortunately, the family story ends when Ray
history, emphasizing one or the other in alternating chap moves away for college, leaving the reader to infer how her
ters. By placing these two stories side-by-side, she illustrates culture has changed and how much of it is lost. Ray dearly
her ultimate message: the loss of a native ecosystem, in this moved on to explore the world, adapting the values and
case, the iongieaf pine, parallels the loss of a culture. Con traditions of her past to a different sort of life—but did
versely, the redemption of culture can mean salvation for everyone else?
Ecology o f a Cracker Childhood is an otherwise unwa
the ecological region where it is rooted.
Ray's ancestors, a wild Scottish clan that settled in vering and passionate narrative of people and place, and
Georgia almost two centuries ago, helped establish her home janisse Ray does not make apologies for either. Wendell
town of Baxley. Her father owned the town junkyard where Berry, who praised her memoir, once wrote: "When their
she grew up, their house surrounded by heaps of light has picked you out / and their questions are asked, say
dilapidated cars, rusting auto parts, and broken glass. She to them: / 'I am not ashamed.' A sure horizon / will come
explains how junk can inspire a child's imagination. around you. The heron will begin / his evening flight from
"A junkyard wasn't a bad place to grow up," she writes. "It the hilltop."
In writing her story, Ray develops a new legacy of
was weird enough to stoke any child's curiosity, a playground
longing, hope, and honesty—one that the West would do
of endless possibility."
They were Crackers, the scornful term for white well to adopt

by Janisse Ray
Milkweed Editions, 1 9 9 9
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by Dave Morris
am headed for Vernal Falls again. The shuttlebus is
packed to Central American standards with all manner
of tourists. The seats are jammed, and cooperative visitors
heed the driver's call to pack tighter in the aisles. "If ya
can still breathe you're not close enough!" she hollers. I
can hear the dialects of Texas and Taiwan, Venezuela and
Valley Girl in the chatter of the passengers. We have come
from all comers of the world to this famously beautiful
place, Yosemite.

I

Photo by Dave Morris

Twelve of the people on the groaning bus are my
students. They are slick eighth-graders from one of those
anonymous suburbs of Los Angeles: Vista Clara, or some
thing like that. They have left the surf and smog for a week
of environmental education and outdoor adventure with
the Yosemite Institute. I am hoping to get them beyond the
surfaces of the park and into a deeper understanding of
and relationship with this great place. Watching them primp
and socialize on the bus, it seems a formidable task.
A well-coifed parent chaperone has come along to
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help me manage this band of barely-restrained hormones.
We sway and smile at each other as the bus winds through
the pines, not really knowing what to say. She leans over a
man videotaping Half Dome to ask me, "How can you live
in such a remote place?"
The trail we are headed for leads up the Merced River
gorge and into the high Sierra. Along the way it passes two
incredible waterfalls: Vernal and Nevada. The Awahneechi
Indians used this route between the impassable cliffs of the
valley for thousands of years. They crossed the mountains
to trade with the Paiutes near Mono Lake, carrying acoms
over and obsidian points back. Their descendants say that
the Indians regarded the powerful cascades they passed
along the way with suspicion and fear. The crashing waters
spoke to them of angry spirits.
The first white folks to set eyes on the upper reaches
of Yosemite Valley were soldiers in James Savage's battal
ion in 1851. They were chasing the Awahneechi out of
their home and up those ancient paths. Bent on their
mission, the soldiers were apparently unimpressed with
the waterfalls, and ironically shared a measure of the
Indian's antipathy. One of the company declared the
Merced Canyon "A gloomy enough place." Most visitors
since then have shown more enthusiasm.
Once the original inhabitants were thrown out, killed,
or domesticated into the newly founded service industry,
tourists began to trickle in to witness this fantastic land
scape. These well-off adventurers were armed with
sketchpads and canvases at first, then with ungainly early
cameras. They delighted in the glorious fountains and noble
cliffs of Yosemite, and recorded vivid impressions. They
told their friends.
My students and I squeeze off the bus and get ready
for the hike. This is one of the busiest trailheads anywhere,
and we have to stand off to one side to let the throngs pass
while we get ready. Packs cinched, shoes tied, and rockfall
warnings pronounced, we start up the trail. O u r feet
follow a cracked asphalt ribbon, winding through
lichen-covered boulders, canyon live oak, and incense
cedar. This trail was first paved in the 1950s, and hikers
back then were sometimes forced to yield to miniature street
sweepers. Now the surface is crumbling, and the granite
that pokes through has been polished like the stone at Mecca
by the feet of uncounted seekers. I ask the students to feel
the smoothness with their fingers, and they reluctantly comply.
We are surrounded by pilgrims: families, church
groups, serene couples, Sierra Clubbers. One man in a
wheelchair is being pushed up the steepening trail by a
tiring girl. Rotund ground squirrels line the trail, paws
raised in supplication, begging for indulgences that they
clearly don't need. Parents snap photos of their children
Camas Winter/Spring 2000
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My students arrive having seen pictures and
videos of Yosemite. They come to see the
real thing and to reproduce these images,
but with themselves superimposed .... But it
is nearly all surface; consumption without
communion, a relationship as limited in
depth as a paper print.
feeding the clamoring rodents. I am obliged to inform
them that it is iliegai and somewhat dangerous to feed the
wildlife, however cute and apparently hungry they seem.
These squirrels have been known to carry plague. While I
admit to a measure of the local's disdain for tourists, and
wonder at the oft-demonstrated inability to follow com
mon-sense rules, 1 must declare that I am a pilgrim with
them. We are all headed for one of the park's finest temples.
The kids are bushed after a few minutes of climbing,
so we stop to rest in an open boulder-field. The vast sweep
of Glacier Point dominates the view. White ribbons of snow
melt slide down muscular folds of granite, giving depth and
motion to the soaring monolith. To the left, lllilouette
Creek tumbles down from the rim, and beyond that the
Panorama Cliffs peer over the coursing river. Cameras
spring to hand and begin to click. I've brought my
battered old Pentax along today, and I frame a few shots,
looking for new angles and interesting contrasts. Almost
unconsciously, I make sure there are no people in my
photos. I try to imagine this place with no one here.
The young'uns are rested and ready to go, but 1have
a surprise for them. The chaperone and I tie blindfolds
over their eyes and lead them in a train, like an unruly
Chinese New Year's dragon. In fun, they are horsing and
snaking around more than they need to, and I let them.
Kids should be wild in the woods. Down we writhe to the
Vernal Falls bridge. The
sightless serpent stomps the
wide wooden planks to make
sure they are solid. I aim
them towards their first dis
tant view of Vernal Falls, and
they all take off the blindfolds
at once. Abundant snowmelt
has goaded the three hun
dred-foot cascade into a
foaming torrent, wreathed in
spray. Students gasp and
grab the cameras. While they
pose I collect the cameras
and fire off twelve quick shots
o f th e sm iling rascals.
Through constant practice I
have become a master of
high-speed instamatic pho
tography, and the group is
suitably impressed.

Farther on we stop for lunch on a massive fiat-topped
rock with a commanding view of the falls. Our ears are full
of water sounds, and the air is laden with mist from the
rapids. I show the students an illusion. By staring for
awhile at the falling stream and then looking away, you can
make a rock appear to squirm upward, or make a tree
appear to grow. Students squawk and jump back, shaking
their heads. It is unsettling to have your eyes deceive you—
to see that appearances are not fundamentally trustworthy.
After a lunchtime spent fending off the suddenly
impolite squirrels, I put the students out to sit alone by the
river to draw and think. This is a great advantage of educa
tion in the outdoors; the mountains and rivers conspire to
teach for you. I settle back in a river-worn crevice and do
some thinking too.
ooking at the great waterfall, I struggle to appreciate it
as I know I should. I have visited it more than one
hundred times, and despite constant changes in flow and
weather, it looks about the same. New angles and fresh
light can invigorate my tired eye for awhile, but sooner or
later I move on. Images, however impressive, cannot
satisfy me forever. My students arrive having seen pic
tures and videos of Yosemite. They come to see the real
thing and to reproduce these images, but with themselves
superimposed. Elusive beauty is thereby captured, and a
personal connection to it is documented. But it is nearly
all surface; consumption without communion, a relation
ship as limited in depth as a paper print.
John Muir, a father of American preservationism and
all-around mountain wild man, faced these falls, too. "I
shouted until I was exhausted and sore with excitement,"
he wrote. His journals are a continuous, over-the-top love
letter to the natural world. Muir delighted in every bit of
creation he could find, and he spent his life getting out to
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find more. But beyond hunting the scenery, Muir forged
his life into an instrument dedicated to understanding and
preserving the cryptic music of the land. He lay down on
the rocks where the glaciers had etched their passage, to
find "the truths which are graven so lavishly upon them."
He rode storm-whipped treetops and snow avalanches to
get closer to the heart of things. He challenged the
preeminent geologists of his day with his home-grown
theories, and prevailed. Seeing threats to the wilderness,
he founded the world's first dedicated environmental
group, the Sierra Club. Muir dove in deep with nature,
and he came out a changed and powerful person.
Can only a rare breed of slightly crazed individual
arrive at this ecstatic, committed relationship to nature?
O r is some echo of it within the reach of the well-washed
masses? Looking at the brightly-clothed kids scattered on
the river-washed granite, and the stream of tourists labor
ing towards the falls, I wonder.
Preservationists like Muir saved Yosemite Valley from
becoming a sterile reservoir of water for Los Angeles'
metastasizing growth. But in escaping that destiny the

photo by Dave Morris

valley became a container of a different sort: a reservoir
of beauty for the world. What does it matter if your local
hills and streams are defiled? There is a surfeit of beauty
in Yosemite. It can be enough to simply know it is there.
Muir popularized Yosemite, because visitor num
bers meant support for preserving his beloved canyons.
He and other promoters succeeded only too well, and the
results were apparent even in his day. Muir lamented
that, "All sorts of human stuff is being poured into our
Valley... and the blank apathy with which most of it comes
in contact with the rock and water spirits is most amaz
ing." Even the most fantastic scenery in the world is
unsatisfying and uninspiring if there is no real connection
to the place. Too often we stay on the superficial, Small
talk level of love for the natural world—expressed in
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thoughtless photo-mania, excessive gift-shopping, and
experiencing nature parks as we do amusement parks.
We shop for mental images of parks, our nation,
ourselves; and we edit our photos and our management
strategies of what doesn't fit that image. In the manner
which fashion magazines can make real people seem ugly
and the intricacies and depth of a real relationship not
worth the trouble, our seductive parks may encourage
our hollow love of nature as beauty-object and help de
ceive us about the true character of our relationship with
the natural world.
So, should we plow, mine, and log the parks to
destroy this threat to deep environmental awareness? Or
should we wall them off to visitors to create pure wilder
ness reserves? I don't think so. There is certainly no lack
of interest in parks, and that interest belies an underlying
passion. People will speed past five hundred miles of
unconsecrated natural miracles to get to a park, where a
form of nature-worship is commended, almost com
manded, of visitors. Why don't we stay at home with
Ansel Adams prints on the walls and Yellowstone videos
on the TV? Why get dirty and wet
and blistered outdoors when artful im
ages are thrown at us by the armful?
The desire for a real connection to our
land survives within us, and it nibbles
at the edges of our minds and our va
cation plans.
Sitting by the Merced, I think
about my chaperone's question. I
decide that I can live in this "remote"
place because of glorious snowstorms,
forced night rappels, the spaces behind
waterfalls, and the friendships and
loves that live here. 1am absorbed by
the wild history and abundant life that
fills this place, and a piece of my own
life and history has sunk into this
ground and will live here forever.
While I can't claim to be of the same
breed as Muir or the Awahneechi, i
live with the echoes of their passion
for the land. This connection seems to take time, and the
average visitor to Yosemite has about four hours to pass
in the park. My students have this week. The rock and
water spirits had better work quickly.
The kids are troopers after the break. We charge
up long stone stairways through pounding, rainbowspangled spray to the top of Vernal Falls. With soaked
hair and wild grins, they have the look of young Muirs
now. I wonder if it is more than skin deep.

Dave Morris recently returned to Missoula from guiding high
school students in Nepal and Tibet. When the skiing stinks, he
studies protected area networks and conservation policy.
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P oetry

BeneaththeFalls
by Mark Bennion

You slip in a pool
below water falling like shards,
a humming vortex
full o f mosquitoes, sticks,
dead skin, minnows, a spot
where forces coax the moss
and ducks to dip under.
Rays of light cling to the streaming
water, but gravity snuffs them out,
swift hemorrhage circles
to the center. You feel the rush
trace down and scatter across
the polished rocks, spraying
over roots, arrowheads, larkspur,
spinning the pupils of your eyes:
the gray dimming whirls over,
fans off your torso, spits the edges
o f iris, thistle, and bark
before the slough away
Quickly, it b u n e s ^ ^ . „ . w
with the^odies o f fizanfe aiBflfars.

Watercolor by Beth Peluso
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continued from page 11
after their iitter-strewn lunch have become a habituated
nuisance. And the bear that broke into their tent cabin
last night in search of the open Oreos bag was tagged by
the Park Service this morning. These students w on't be
there when the bear gets euthanized next month. They
get shielded from that traumatic experience. Let them
watch COPS on TV, shoot guns in the video arcade, and
access porn on the Internet—but, piease, please don't
let them see what happened to that bear who got into
their unattended Coleman cooler last summer. Parks
feed the fantasy.
In this modem world it seems you can't have wildlife
without sacrifice. Caring does not take the place of re
sponsibility. I've been a teacher long enough to know that
behavior doesn't change without experiencing consequences.
These visitors need to see that feeding a wild animal de
stroys it. They need consequences that play out in the
short-term, during their one-week-a-year trip. They need
to experience the ramifications of their actions, to be jolted
into making new choices and changing their own behavior.
They need a dose of tough love. How about a behavior
modification plan for the animals that are really causing the
problems? And it's not the bears. What do you do when
people are the problem? Punishment has its rewards.
he blood-speckled family stands stunned. They do not
even notice when the ranger's assistant tranquilizes their
daughter. She slumps to the forest floor as the rest of the
family is darted. The ranger and his assistant are gentle as
they clip ear tags onto each of them and fit radio collars
onto the larger members of the family. They will be relo
cated to another campground to be monitored. Park
officials want to keep tabs on this "nuisance family." Once
they regain consciousness the Park Service hopes they will
not soon forget the lesson from today's error.

T

* Twenty-one black bears died due to human causes
in Yosemite National Park in 1999. Seventeen bears died
from car accidents. Three were euthanized by the Na
tional Park Service for being "problem" bears (one of which
was a mother with two cubs that were consequently
orphaned and are suspected to have perished as well). One
bear was killed by visitors, under suspicious circumstances
that are still under investigation. According to one wildlife
park official, though she is disheartened by these losses,
the report of twenty-one deaths is actually, "Great news
this year." There have been more losses in previous years.
The number of humans killed by black bears since
Yosemite became a national park in 1890: zero.

Public lands are an important
part o f wildlife habitat. Private
lands are crucial to the mainte
nance of entire ecosystems.
Help Brown Bear Resources
work with both public and pri
vate land managers to protect
the grizzly bear.
Call or visit our store to ieam
more about volunteer opportu
nities currently available.
W W W .B R O W N B E A R .O R G

Missoula MT

Marianne Wanek is currently writing a book geared toward
middle schoolers. In her story, she explores Darwin's theory of
natural selection through insects, by portraying the whimsical, if
slightly twisted, adventures of a child scientist attempting to
domesticate backyard bugs.
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motorized vehicles are excluded,"
these 4 2 7 miles of roads would re
main open to vehicular use. No
newly constructed segments of the
trail allow motorized use, and if sig
nificant conflict should occur on the
existing motorized segments, volun
teers will relo cate th e trail or
motorized use will be restricted.
Bruce Ward of the Continental
Divide Trail Alliance estimates that
fifty percent of the trail currently fol
lows a primitive or developed road
because roads helped expedite the
location of the trail. Ward clarifies
that as funds become available and
landowners provide easements, the
trail will eventually move off roads and
onto a traditional, linear footpath open
to non-motorized use only. "The national scenic trail is to nationwide. For the GWT, the passage of this act could
provide a primitive, challenging backcountry experience. provide the "in" it seeks.
The need for the NDT designation arose when a new
Primitive and challenging doesn't really embrace motor
trail,
the
American Discovery Trail (ADT), sought national
ized use," he said.
designation
but didn't fit into any existing categories. The
This ideal will be a long time coming. Completion of
the trail on its current route will take another eight years of brainchild of American Hiking Society and Backpacker
trail building and maintenance, not to mention $25 mil magazine, the ADT is a coast-to-coast multi-use hiking trail
lion. "It would be great to have a purity of trail [like the crossing 6 ,3 5 6 miles from Delaware to San Francisco—
AT] but that isn't a reality in this part of the country... a the first long-distance trail that connects trails of all kinds,
lot of the trail is not ideal," Ward admitted. "We are trying including urban greenways, rails-to-trails passages, and re
to address the motorized issue as diplomatically as we can mote backcountry trails.
Wemer explained that the impetus behind the ADT was
... we're not in a situation where we want to take on the
growing interest in an
motorized issue."
"American Trails con
Stone is right
cep t" developed by
Trails
would
shed
their
Thoreauvian
when she says that ex
visionaries in the 1970s,
ceptions are made,
image
to
expose
a
more
practical
purpose:
and finally made public
but in the case of the
Continental Divide
trails take people from point A to point B. in the "Trails for All
Americans" report of
Trail, the deviation is
1990. The concept gave
a tem porary allow
ance. The GWT would require a sweeping and permanent voice to a developing multi-use trails movement The report
amendment to the designation; the entire trail would be an presents a grand vision: trail opportunities within 15 minutes
exception. "I think all organizations supporting the existing of most Americans and through an interconnected system of
national scenic trails would fight against any attempt to federal, state, local, and private trails. Additionally, trails would
change the national scenic trail category to make it open be planned as a part of the nation's infrastructure—as central
for motorized use," Gary Werner, of the Partnership for to daily life as highways and flushing toilets. Trails would shed
their Thoreauvian image to expose a more practical purpose:
the National Trail System, said.
Will the obstacles created by the trail system require trails take people from point A to point B.
In witness testimony to a house subcommittee, Reese
ments comdemn GWT to a spinsteriy future? Perhaps not,
Lukei,
]r., National Coordinator of the ADT, explained that
if Congress decides to add a new category for multi-use
trails to the system. The National Discovery Trail (NDT) the National Discovery Trails would link existing and devel
Act, which has already passed in the Senate and now awaits oping trails "Into an Integrated system .... The National
House approval, would amend the National Trails System Trail system is like creating a form of interstate highway,
A rt to include a category of long-distance trails designed to but interstate trails."
The Trails for All Americans report also addresses
link urban and backcountry trails. National discovery trails
the
first
goal of the original trails system act, requiring that
would connect existing components of the national trail
system, creating a more usable and accessible web of trails trails be "primarily near the urban areas of the nation."
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With so much attention paid to
the backcountry jewels of the
trail system, this goal took a
back seat. NDT advocates be
lieve the time is ripe to finally
develop national trails near ur
ban areas. "Over the last 30
years, there has been a major
focus change as to where trails
are wanted by the national pub
lic ... there is still the need for
long-distance trails, but people
want trails where they live,"
Lukei indicated in a recent in
terview. Urban trails receive
extensive use by a variety of
recreationists, especially those
escaping the stale health club
for a fresh-air experience.
Though likened to a high
way in terstate , the NDT
designation "would be a nonmotorized category... as with
the rest of the trails in the
National Trails System," com
mented Mary Margaret Sloane,
Vice President of Conservation
and Policy for the American
Hiking Society. "Right now, a Photo by Jay Ericson
great deal of the corridor is on roads." Similar to the Con
tinental Divide Trail, the goal is to move the route of the
American Discovery Trail off roadways and onto paths wher
ever possible—even if it means new trail construction. "A
lot of what we've done has been modeled after the Appala
chian Trail," Lukei stated. The group wants to encourage
multiple uses of the trail where appropriate, but only of the
muscle-powered sort. "The ADT was conceived as a quiet
reflective place—[to] escape our busy lives. It's the longest
greenway in the world," Sloane said.
Ironically, Ford Motor Company recently donated
$250,000 to the American Discovery Trail, and plans are
in the works for a Ford exhibition team to travel along the
trail, gamering local support along the route, says Sloane.
Financial backing from the automotive industry may not
bode well for the American Discovery Trail's non-motorized
ideals, but it looks good for the Great Western Trail. The
National Discovery Trail designation, with its emphasis on
multiple use and transportation, may well be the GWT's
ticket to ride.

Naysayers
onservationists fear the forming alliance between
discovery trails and the GWT. They'd just as soon see
the American public jilt the American Discovery Trail and
the Great Western Trail at the altar.
"These are all attempts to sabotage the National Trail
System and turn it into a road system," decries John Gatchell

C
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of the Montana Wilderness
Association. "The National
Discovery Trail would open
up the National Trails Act to
a vehicled road system like
the Great Western Trail—
which is not great, it's not
western, and it's not a trail.
It's basically the undoing of
our National Trails System."
Gatchell and other
wildlands advocates have witnessed th e d estru ctio n
wreaked on public lands
caused by recreationists who
value their need for entertain
ment over the needs of the
natural resource. They find
it absurd for the Forest Ser
vice to consider increasing
motorized use on public lands
when it can't control current
damage and conflicts caused
by off-highway vehicles.
"How could we want more?
More damage, more de
struction, more threats," he
asks, referring to recent
emergency closures and gate
and sign vandalism on the Helena National Forest.
He pointed to a recent survey of Montana residents,
which indicates that 90 to 95 percent of resident trail use
is non-motorized. In Lewis and Clark County, only one
percent of the population owns a registered all-terrain ve
hicle. "Montanans don't want this," he concludes. "Trails
like this displace the majority of recreationists." Sloane
agrees: "If there's motorized use on a trail, then It's a
motorized trail ... and usually our users [hikers] are
displaced."

Testing the Vows
n the summer of 1998, Helena, Montana resident ]eff
Van Tine and a few friends hiked 100 miles of the Con
tinental Divide Trail in Montana, taking notes along the
way about trail conditions and use. On motorized seg
ments of the trail, Van Tine documented stream erosion
created by all-terrain vehicles, and in places where the
trail became muddy, the vehicles created alternate routes
around the trail. "It was easily twice as wide as a city
street... it wouldn't heal without extreme reclamation mea
sures," he said.
Van Tine's party became frustrated with hiking on
roads for much of the way. He attributed the roaded
segments to a "connect-the-dot" approach to trail desig
nation. In haste to create a trail, and with a mandate to
avoid new trail construction, land managers took the "path"
of least resistance—existing roads. "And they called it a
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trail... I'm not interested in hiking on roads, not at all," he
said firmly.
Neither is Jennifer Thompson, who spent a full day
on her solo five-week CDT journey trying to locate the trail.

The Great Western Trail Association boldly proclaims
this promise: "The GWT corridor and its tourism/recreational products make for a prime source of increased
domestic and internationally-generated income from domestic
and international visitors."
"[T he GWT] is nothing
more than a cheap commercial
Ironically, Ford M o to r Com pany recently
stunt," Gatchell replies.
donated $ 2 5 0 ,0 0 0 to the Am erican
Multiple-use trail advocates
are accustomed to the complaints.
Discovery Trail, and plans are in the works for a
They continue to defend public/
Ford exhibition team to travel along the trail,
private partnerships as the best—
and maybe the only—way to realize
garnering local support along the route.
the national trail system. Lukei's
American Discovery Trail would
When roads crisscross trails, it's hard to know which route perish without industry support. "I don't see any down
to take, she says—especially when the trail is often a road side," he said. "The private side of trails has come a long
and there are no signs or cairns to guide the way. Thomp way. There used to be a bias against businesses... but
son worked for the Forest Service for 10 years, some of we've realized that private industry has a role."
that time constructing trails, and she laments the loss of
Others argue that the multiple-use movement is not
the art of trail design, of the beauty of a well-crafted path. driven by private industry, either through funding or en
"Let's not water down something that's culturally part dorsements. Stone claimed, "I don't have any knowledge
of our tradition," she implores. It's time to return to the of outdoor recreation industry endorsements" for the GWT,
"fundamentals of trails," as Gatchell puts it. He, Van Tine, but noted that on occasion, corporations have provided
and Thompson would like to see the current trail system support for trail dedications and other special events. Fur
maintained or restored to its historical non-motorized uses. ther, she emphatically stated at the Helena public briefing
The Continental Divide Trail should, ideally, return to in October, "The Forest Service is not marketing this."
the fundamentals. However, conservationists speculate
Heslin argues that tourism is not the motivation behind
whether the Continental Divide Trail Association (CDTA) is the trail. Rather, he understands the trail as an opportunity
making steps toward that ideal. In August 1999, the Mile
High Jeep Club of Denver (a member of the BlueRibbon
Coalition) transported trail workers to a remote work site.
Both CDTA and the jeep club hailed the event as an
example of disparate groups working together toward a
common goal.
But what is the common goal? Jack Welch, BlueRibbon
Coalition President, writes in BlueRibbon magazine that "the
Wards were asked to explore a more formal understanding
about sharing portions of the Continental Divide National
Scenic Trail that are now motorized in future trail activi
ties." To Gatchell, the clamor about "shared trails"
reflects a false pretense. Mammon coaches this game,
promising a victory for both land managers and the tour
ism industry.
Through gas taxes and off-highway vehicle registra
tion fees, the motorized community has a steady stream of
funding for trail development and maintenance—a com
fortable nest egg hatched by strategic lobbying. Most states
p a rts
don't have equivalent funding sources for non-motorized
trails, so multiple-use trails can look awfully appealing to
s a le s
penny-pinching land managers.
s e r v ic e
Multiple-use trail advocates promise that private/
public partnerships and tourism will augment trail funding.
This has conservationists arguing that trails like the Great
Western Trail are another privatization scheme, destined to
7 2 J-0 2 5
turn public lands into a playground while private industry
11^ W. M ain
tallies the receipts.
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for all people to experience the natural world. "I would not
sacrifice the accessible solitude [of the GWT] for tourism."
He doesn't foresee armies of high-speed joyriders occupying
the far reaches of the trail. "It ain't gonna be Disneyland," he
said.
In Arizona, says Heslin, non-motorized trails receive
funding through the state lottery, upwards of a half million
dollars a year. "Funding is not the issue here," he stated.
What is an issue—in Arizona and in every state of the
GWT corridor—is the lack of federal protection for motor
ized trails. Changing land management policies at the local
and state level frustrate the motorized recreation community,
which feels like it's always on shifting sand. Environmentalists
have their wilderness areas for future generations, so they
should have something equivalent
"If designated a National Trail, the Great Western Trail
and all of its routes and uses would be protected under federal
law. Currently there is no other means available to preserve
and protect multiple use trails.... A successful designation of
this trail will establish an unheard-of precedence that could be
used throughout the nation to preserve true multiple-use trails,"
Mike Browning reminds his constituents.
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Rew riting the V o w s
' I xhe Great Western Trail feasibility study team will release
1 the study at the end of February, 2000. A 30-day
comment period will follow. The study team will analyze the
comments and make needed changes before submitting a
final report to Congress this fall. The appropriate secretary
must recommend it for designation before a legislator can
introduce a bill to designate the trail.
If the GWT gets that far, its journey through the layers
of committees and political posturing will have only just
begun. "That kind of legislation would easily be blocked by
one senator," Wemer predicts. And, if only a partial trail is
recommended, any additional segments would be added only
after starting from scratch with another feasibility study and
public process.
The National Discovery Trail Act is on the home stretch,
says Lukei, who expects the legislation will pass sometime this
year, just as the Great Western Trail study is submitted to
Congress. The timing couldn't be better for the GWT.
The nomantiziced simple marriage doesn't exist anymore.
Maybe it never did, not even in Benton MacKaye's time, but
we wish it had. As Jennifer Thompson laments, "You just
want to go for a hike on a footpath and it gets so
complicated."
Were he alive, MacKaye might say the same about his
beloved trail system.

Leeann Drabenstott, recently dubbed "SuperWoman" by
renowned writer Rick Bass, is an editor and wildlands advocate
in Helena, Montana. She has no first-hand knowledge about
marriage.

Camas file photo

hen you strip the Great Western Trail and the
American Discovery Trails of all their political implica
tions, multiple uses, and potential routes, one thing remains
in common: distance. This is the allure that captivates the
backpacker and the snowmobiler alike. They love the free
dom, challenge, and diversity of terrain it represents. Whether
or not one chooses to travel the full-distance of a national
scenic or historic trail, the possibility alone intoxicates.
Freedom, discovery, and adventure are about as Ameri
can as you can get—and that's what GWT advocates are banking
on. "Our lives are enriched by discovering things for our
selves ... There are no really new horizons [in America], but
discovery still captivates the imagination," Terry Heslin said.
"It's a feeling of belonging" that a national trail achieves,
explains Lukei—and Gatchell agrees: "I go up there with my
kids... and we're part of something bigger. It's geography!
It's both historic and scenic."
Wemer sees the national trails as a way for people at the
grassroots level to work together on something really big, some
thing lasting—particularly small communities with few other
attractions. As Bruce Ward says, "It gives something for local
communities to hang their hat on."
On a more practical level, Van Tine appreciates how a
national scenic trail simplifies the logistics of a long trip. With
out the constant pressure of route finding, he can more fully
experience the natural world. "The pace of hiking is almost a
meditation," he said, "After seven days on the trail, your
attitude changes... you discover things like the importance of
clean water." Long distance national trails are at the same
time wild and predictable. We don't know what to expect
when we're on them—what challenges we may face along the
way—but we have a certain future with them. We know where
they start and where they end, and we say we'll stick with

them through thick and thin. But are our hearts in the right
place?
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"They're being lured with hay."
Human shadows shifted in the house. "We'd better
move or we'li be caught in daylight/' I whispered, pushing
off with my poles and closing the distance to Koeizer's.
Adrenaline flowing, I gave the buffalo plenty of room and
skied to within five feet of the house. I covered my face
with my balaclava and passed before the sliding glass door.
"HayyaaH Hayyaal!" I shouted, clacking my poles
together. The buffalo reacted quickly, rising to their feet.
Several of the bulls jumped the small fence and headed
toward the park. Most walked around it and slowly fol
lowed the others. I skied at top speed, trying to keep up

with them, making sure they didn't drop down to the creek
or double back around us. We heard human voices shout
ing from Koeizer's but didn't linger long enough to hear
what they said.
The buffalo followed their own tracks around the cap
ture facility, over Koeizer's fence, and into Yellowstone.
We followed them into the park and rested, safe. DOL
agents seldom ski, and their snowmobiles are not permit
ted in the park's backcountry. Rick joined us, saying, "You
should have seen those guys shouting. They were
furious."
We followed the animals slowly up the creek, hanging
back at least a hundred yards. They lumbered through the
heavy snow single file, the leader breaking trail for those
behind. When the one in front grew tired, he'd step aside
and let another take the lead. Buffalo are social creatures,
and often share their work.
As we skied behind them I caught sight of a coyote
across the valley. It eyed us as we made our way beside the
trickling creek. The buffalo splashed across the water and
walked to a sheltered meadow with tufts of grass poking
through the snow.
"I think this Is good," Rick said. "We should head
back now," Hope agreed.
Camas Winter/Spring 2000
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Wanting to stay a little longer and enjoy the morning,
I told them I'd catch up. They turned and skied away,
leaving me alone in Yellowstone.
I thought to myself, "There's no way I'm going back
to Missoula."
ith the campaign, I was in my element; all the skills
I'd developed over the previous years were put to
use. I worked in the office, fielding calls and email inquir
ies and writing press releases. I learned to shoot and edit
video, and made a documentary on the issue. I was in the
field nearly every day with the buffalo. Around the cabin,
my carpentry skills were des
perately needed. Though I
wasn't getting paid, it didn't
matter. I had all that was nec
essary: real, meaningful work,
good friends, all the food I
could eat, and a warm place
to stay.
The most difficult aspect
of my work was watching the
bison die. Cory Mascio, who
was on the scene when the
DOL shot the first buffalo of
the winter, described the ex
perience: "I was riding down
the trail at sunrise when I
passed a group of snowmobilers. The guns on their
backs were for the buffalo. I
turned to follow them. Sud
denly they made a sharp left
and stopped; they had found them. I pulled my sled be
tween the men and the buffalo. I knew that's what I'd do.
There was no soul searching, none of that. It's why I'm
here. The cops cuffed me and the DOL shot all six buffalo
while I watched, helpless. That was the hardest, the dark
est, most frustrating thing I have ever witnessed or been a
part of."
Without the support of the community of volunteers,
such experiences would be unbearable. On nights when
the sadness seemed overwhelming, we would gather
outside in a circle to reflect and draw strength from one
another. It was the best way to ease the feelings of failure
and rise from our negativity. Sometimes we were a circle
of five, others fifty-five, but standing and speaking under
the round sky, we were one.
Our prayer circle first formed when Robert BlackWolf
arrived. A Lakota elder and disabled Vietnam veteran,
he'd been involved with Native American ceremonies since
he was eight years old. A Sundancer since 1992, he leads
prayers in the traditions of his people. After witnessing
our struggle, he recommended we go outside and form a
circle. The spiritual nature of our work, and the guilt we
were feeling at having "allowed" 14 buffalo to be killed by
Montana livestock agents, warranted a circle of prayer, he
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said. Although many were wary of organized religion and
uncomfortable with prayer, some of us were interested. In
the end, even those who had initially been reluctant came
outside.
I'll never forget the way the world looked that night,
as we prayed in the twilight. I can still see the snow-laden
branches of the Doug firs behind the cabin, the wide
expanse of sky over Hebgen lake, our tipi with its halo of
smoke, and all the faces in our circle.
Mitakuye Oyasin, in the Lakota language, refers to
"all my relations." It extends beyond our European no
tions of family to include not only blood relatives but, as
the Lakota say, all two-legged people, four-legged people,
winged people, and the people with roots. The Lakota
recognize the interdependence of all creation and give thanks
through their prayers.
When we were all gathered and holding hands, Rob
ert broke the silence:
"Were it not for the gifts of food, clothing and shelter
provided by the Buffalo, my People would have died of
starvation. We have followed the Buffalo, protected the
Buffalo, lived among the Buffalo, depended on the Buffalo
for centuries and even now, have a spiritual connection to
the Buffalo through the birth of the White Buffalo, which
signals the onset of our ancient prophecies. All of us gath
ered here, and those in the extended circles around us are
part of these prophesies."
We took turns speaking from our hearts. Everyone
shared a prayer either outside, through spoken word, or
inside, silently. There were prayers of thanks, prayers of
forgiveness, prayers for understanding, and prayers for
power.
his is my third straight winter defending the buffalo.
In our first two winters in the field, more than 500 vol
unteers gave their time and energy to the campaign. Last
winter the state tripled the DOL's budget and gave them the
power to make arrests. They constructed a new bison trap on
the buffalo's calving ground at Horse Butte, killed 94 buffalo,
and arrested 22 activists.
On March 18, 1999, as we walked four bulls away
from the Duck Creek capture facility, three DOL agents blocked
Forest Service Road 6 1 0 with their snowmobiles. One of
them threatened that we wouldn't get the buffalo past them.
It was a very tense moment with the four bulls—each weigh
ing nearly a ton and capable of running 35 miles an h o u rcaught between us and the DOL. We knew if we moved out
of the way they would be chased back to the trap and killed.
The buffalo paced in circles. We backed off a bit, giving them
more space. Suddenly, they bounded up the 20-foot snow
bank beside the road and around the agents. We followed
them to make sure they were safe.
On our way back past the agents, one of them tackled
my friend Pete and handcuffed him. 1 videotaped as the
remaining agents arrested Mike and then Jesse. I was repeatedly.assured I wouldn't be arrested. An hour later, though,
when the sheriff arrived, I joined my friends in handcuffs.
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We were transported to Bozeman and detained over
night. In the morning we were charged with "Negligent
Endangerment to wit: By herding buffalo, which created sub
stantial risk of death or serious bodily injury to Department of
Livestock Officers." To be released we had to agree not to set
foot within 1,500 feet of any DOL operation, both buffalo
traps, and the entire Horse Butte neighborhood. We were, in
effect, not allowed to do our job.
It was difficult to stay out of the field. Though I could
go on patrols to some areas, if the DOL showed up and de
cided to conduct an "operation," I could be arrested simply
for being there. The thought of a summer spent in jail
certainly didn't thrill me.
Rather than risk it, I spent more time working from the
office, writing press releases and articles, editing video foot
age, and conducting outreach. While all this was necessary
and effective work, it was difficult to be cabin-bound as my
friends left home each morning with their skis and snowshoes
and returned at night with fresh stories from the day.
Since we had captured the events leading up to my
arrest on videotape, I requested a jury trial. The tape clearly
showed that we did not attempt to injure the agents. Two
days before my case was to be tried, both charges were
dropped. My three friends had their charges dismissed as
well. Such heavy-handed tactics—making false accusations
and imposing bail restrictions which limit our ability to protect
the buffalo—were used against us for the remainder of the
winter.
The state's policy toward the Yellowstone buffalo is not
changing. The severity of the lull is dependent, in large part,
on the severity of the winter and the number of buffalo that
migrate from the park. In a recent Op-ed column circulated
to regional newspapers, DOL director Marc Bridges warned
the public that a repeat of the massive slaughter of 1996-97
could take place if "a harsh winter pushes large numbers of
bison out of the park." So far the winter has been mild, but a
single storm could endanger hundreds of buffalo.
Finding the strength to prepare for such a winter, when
over a thousand buffalo could be killed, has been very diffi
cult. In my first two winters with the buffalo, I have seen
more than a hundred killed. I'm still haunted with images of
buffalo being forced through narrow chutes inside the Duck
Creek trap, men posed above them shouting "yee-haaw!" as
they hit them with shovels swung like golf clubs.
But my most powerful memory, the one from which I
draw strength, is that of the buffalo facing straight into
a raging storm, standing strong, as long as It takes.

Dan Brister lives in a tipi and spends his winters on Yellowstone's
western boundary working with the Buffalo Field Campaign. In
the warmer months Dan is an Environmental Studies grad
student in Missoula. He is working on a collection of natural
history essays inspired by the bison. The project is supported by
the Wilderness Institute's Mathew Hansen Endowment. For more
information on Buffalo Field Campaign:
www.wildrockies.org/buffalo.
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Famous Last W ords

St. Mary Breaking
b y T erry R yan

W ind throws its body against the house,
startles me from sleep. I curl m y fingers
in the hairs of your chest and gently tug
'til finally you moan.
Speak to me of dreams and stories, I whisper,
but you are used to m y night fears
by now and you simply pat my thigh
twice and roll away. I stare at the warm wall of your back
lifting and settling in your deep animal sleep.
D o you remember St. M a ry breaking—
the Glacier wind so fierce
the lake was writhing in its bed
and breaking on the shore?
D o you remember the sound of St. M a ry breaking,
the shards of sky,
scrape of rainsoaked leaves
and the sweetbark smell of ponderosa pine?
I startled a deer in the dark that n ig h t heard the rapid heartbeat hooves pummelling dirt
as I stumbled behind the eye of my flashlight.
You accused me of dreaming,
but come morning we found the story
in a muddy palimpsest of tracks.
I'd imagined only the singular grace of deer body
splitting bramble, scattering remnant rain.
I'd imagined the shivering limbs of trees,
and the fur and teeth and heat
of that sleek form, watchful in the dark,
just as now, beside me, I conjure you.
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